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THE MOTHER ON DEALING WITH PEOPLE
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN AT HER ORDER

(This Message on behavour, orgnally with an important particular
bearing, has on the whole a general reference of equal importance, as

some parts of the gudance gven make t quite clear.)

THE MOTHER wants that the people responsible for receiving the vis1tors should
always be very polite and gentle in their behaviour towards them. High and low,
young and old, whether they are well-dressed or ill-clad, all should always be
received properly with benevolence and good behaviour. It 1s not necessary that
the better dressed people may be more fit for being received well in this Ashram.
It should not be that we give more care to the people with a motor car than to an
ordmary man looking like a beggar. We must never forget that they are as much
human as we are and we have no nght to thmk that we are at the top of the scale.

And our pohteness should not be merely an outer form, stiff politeness, so
to say. It must be somethmg coming from withm. Whatever may be the
difficulties and whatever may be the circumstances-the Mother fully knows
even to the mmutest detail the circumstances, when we lose our temper and get
1rrtated mn our work, and knowing that fully well she says-whatever may be the
circumstances, rudeness or curt behaviour is never permissible.

There are difficulties in our way, but the Mother says that as a rule our
difficulties and our troubles are always such that we do have the capacity of
overcoming them. If we can remain at our best we shall always be able to tackle
the situation without losing control. Remember, each time we lose control of
ourselves, each time we get angry or we have to use the outer means of keeping
discipline, it means that at that moment we have fallen low and we could not rise
to the situation In everythmg, m every way, it boils down to one rule-always
endeavour to make progress, try to be your true self. Even if you have not been
able to do it today you must be able to do it tomorrow. But the full effort must be
there. Never forget in your action that you are representing the Ashram. People
will judge the Ashram from your behaviour. Even if you have to say No, even if
you have to reject somebody's request you can do 1t with all politeness and
courtesy. Try to help each one. Even if others are rude to you it is not a reason
for you to do hkewise. If you behave in the same way as the outsiders do, then
what 1s the fun of your being here?

9.5.1957

*
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A good advice to all the Ashramrtes mn therr dealings with vs1tors and foreigners
(and even among themselves)

"When you have nothmg pleasant to say about somethmg or somebody m
the Ashram, keep silent

You must know that thus silence rs faithfulness to the Drvmne's work."

(Collected Warks of the Mother, Vol 13, pp 172-73.1 50)

MEMORABLE CONTACTS WITH THE MOTHER
BY NIRODBARAN

Published by Sn Mira Trust, Pond1cherry
Pnce:Rs.60

Ava1/ab/e at SABDA
Sn Aurobmdo Ashram, Pond,cherry - 605 002



FOUR LETTERS OF SRI AUROBINDO ON
WIDENESS AND CALM

AT last you have the true foundation of the sadhana This calm, peace and
surrender are the nght atmosphere for all the rest to come, knowledge, strength,
Ananda. Let 1t become complete

It does not remam when engaged m work because 1t 1s still confmed to the
mind proper whch has only just received the gft of slence. When the new
consc10usness 1s fully formed and has taken entire possession of the vital nature
and the physical bemg (the vital as yet 1s only touched or dommated by the
s1lence, not possessed by 1t), then thus defect wll disappear.

The qmet consciousness of peace you now have m the mmd must become
not only calm but wide. You must feel 1t everywhere, yourself mn 1t and all mn 1t.
This also will help to bnng the calm as a basis mto the action

The wider your consciousness becomes, the more you will be able to receive
from above The Shakti wll be able to descend and bnng strength and hght as
well as peace mto the system. What you feel as narrow and limited m you 1s the
phys1cal mnd; 1t can only widen 1f thus wader consciousness and the hght come
down and possess the nature

The physical mertia from which you suffer is hkely to lessen and disappear
only when strength from above descends mto the system.

Remain qmet, open yourself and call the divme Shakt1 to confum the calm
and peace, to widen the consciousness and to bnng into 1t as much light and
power as it can at present recerve and assimilate.

Take care not to be over-eager, as this may disturb again such qmet and
balance as has been already estabhshed m the vital nature.

Have confidence m the fmal result and give time for the Power to do its
work.

*

If not aspiration, at least keep the idea of what 1s necessary-(1) that the silence
and peace shall become a wideness which you can reahse as the Self(2) the
extension of the silent consc10usness upwards as well so that you may feel its
source above you-(3) the presence of peace etc., all the time. These thmgs need
not all come at once, but by reahsmg what has to be m your mmnd, any fallmg
towards a cond1ton of inert1a can be avoided.

k

Wideness and calmness are the foundation of the yogc consciousness and the
261
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best condition for mner growth and experience. If a wide calm can be established
in the physical consc10usness, occupying and filling the very body and all its cells,
that can become the bas1s for 1ts transformation, mn fact, without this wideness
and calmness the transformation 1s hardly possible.

*

If you keep the wideness and calm and also the love for the Mother mn the heart,
then all 1s safe, for t means the double foundation of yoga: the descent of the
higher consc10usness with its peace, freedom and serenity from above and the
openness of the psychic which keeps all the effort or all the spontaneous
movement turned towards the true goal.

(Sr Aurobndo Brth Centenary Lbrary, Vol 23, pages 657-58, 660)

CHAMPAKLAL AS AN ARTIST

Pages: 87 Price: Rs. 500

This is an album of fifty selected pamtmgs by Champaklal who is unknown to many as an
artist. It contains Champaklal's various artistic expenments, from the reahst1c to the
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and has a hard cover with a laminated jacket.
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"BORN OF A WOMAN"
ST. PAUL AND THE DOCTRINE OF THE VIRGINAL CONCEPTION

As the Letters of Paul constitute the earliest Christian witness, an important
question m regard to the earliest Chnstiamty and hence by implication Christian
ity as originally promulgated is: Does Paul know the doctrine of Mary's virginal
concept1on of Jesus?

Here the most discussed passage 1s one that occurs m Galatians. The
eminent Roman Catholic commentator, Raymond E. Brown,' approaches it
through a glance at the general New-Testament situation: "It is beyond dispute
that there is no explicit reference to the virgmal conception m the NT outside the
infancy narratives [m Matthew and Luke]. What is a matter of dispute is whether
there are some implicit references .... In Galatians 4:4-5 Paul says, 'When the
time had fully come, God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the
Law, to redeem those who were under the Law.' Influenced perhaps by the
(mis)use of the term 'vrgmn brth,' some (Zahn, Miguens) have immediately
thought of a virgmal conception here, since only the mother is mentioned. To be
precise, however, Paul 1s speakmg about the reality of Jesus' birth, not about the
manner of his conception. The phrase 'born of a woman' is meant to stress what
Jesus shared with those whom he redeemed, precisely because it was applicable
to everyone who walks this earth. It no more supports the vrgmnal conception of
Jesus than the figurative phrase 'born of the seed of David' in Romans 1:3
disproves it. A more serous argument for Paul's knowledge of the virginal
conception has been advanced from Paul's custom of writmg in terms of Jesus'
bemg 'born' (the verb gnesthai in Gal 4:4; Rom 1:3; Philippians 2:7) rather than
of his being 'begotten' (the verb gennan, used of Ishmael and Isaac in Gal 4:23,
24,290). However, both these verbs in the middle or passive can mean 'be born'
and 'be begotten;' and neither one really tells us anything specific about the
manner of conception. For example, Matthew, who believes in the virginal
conception, does use the verb gennan of Jesus once, at least, clearly with the
meanmg 'begotten' (1:20 ... ). Without further indication of Paul's mmd, 1t would
be abusive to read a knowledge of virginal conception into Paul's use of gnes
tha."

In the middle of his observation, after the words "applicable to everyone
who walks this earth" Brown has the footnote: "See Matt 11.11 and Luke 7:28:
Among those born (begotten) ofwomen, none 1s greater than John the Baptist."

At the end of his treatment of "The Silence of the Rest of the New
Testament", which takes up as "major texts that have been proposed" passages
both from the Gospel of Mark and from the Johannine wntings no less than the
cullings from the Pauline Letters, Brown2 pronounces: "In summary evaluation
of the evidence, I would say that 1t 1s perfectly proper to speak of the silence of

263
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the rest of the NT about the virginal conception because not a single one of the
'1mphc1t references' has any compelling force On the other hand, one would
misinterpret this sdence 1f one concluded from 1t that no other author of the NT
(outs1de of Matthew and Luke) knew of the virginal concept1on Even where the
virginal conception was known and accepted, rt would have become the subject
of preaching (and therefore hkely to be included in the kind of writing we have in
the NT) only when its chrstologcal significance was seen. What the slence of
the rest of the NT does call into question 1s the theory that the memory of the
virginal concept10n was handed down by the family of Jesus to the apostolic
preachers and was umversally accepted as fundamental Christian behef "

If the theory to which Brown alludes 1s senously to be questioned, the odds
against a neutral attitude towards the silence of the twenty-five out of the twenty
seven books of the NT seem rather heavy They grow more patently heavy when
we find Brown' dismissing as "untenable" the "sumphstc'' thesis that the
Matthean infancy narrative, in which the angel of the Lord announced Mary's
virginal conception to Joseph, came from Joseph and that the Lucan infancy
narrative, where the announcement is to Mary herself, came from her The very
idea of an angehc announcement or, to use the techmcal term, annunciation
denves, in Brown's opin10n,4 from an Old-Testament pattern of descrbmng
divine revelation, and "thus there 1s no reason to think that a narrative about an
annunciation came down from the parents". The crucial point for Brown to
settle 1s "whether the experiential knowledge that the chld had been conceived
without a human father" had 1ts ongmn mn one or the other or both of them. He
suggests that "the complete absence of Joseph dunng the ministry of Jesus
makes Mary a more plausible channel". But "the real d1ff1culty about a
preserved famly (Manan) tradition. is the falure of that memory to have had
any effect before its appearance in two Gospels in the last third of the first
century" Brown adds· "There 1s a strong tradition that the brothers of Jesus did
not beheve in him during the ministry (John 7:5; Mark 3:21, followed by
3:31)dud Mary not communicate hus dvmne orgmns to them? Did not the
virginal conception carry for Mary some 1mphcation as to who Jesus was? In the
few ministry scenes in which she appears, histoncal or not, there is no memory
that she showed any such understanding (Mark 3·31-35; John 2:3-4). And
certainly she commumcated no profound chnstolog1cal understanding to his
followers who came to understand only after the resurrection and, indeed, at
first seem to have proclaimed that Jesus had become Messiah, Lord, or Son of
God through the resurrecton, never mentioning the virginal concepton. The
family trad1ton thes1s 1s not impossible, but 1t faces formidable difficultes."

There is an alternative thesis proposed According to the narratives, "Jesus
was born noticeably early after his parents came to live together. Is this an
histoncal fact?"5 There is "the Jewish charge of illegitimacy as 1t is clearly
documented from the second century onwards in both Chnstian and Jewish
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witnesses" 6 If that charge circulated m the first century mdependently of the
Gospels, Mary's pregnancy without her husband's co-operation would be taken
by the Christ1ans-unhke the opponents of Jesus who "would deem him
1llegtmmate and Mary unfaithful''as a sign of virginal conception, "for they had
a widespread and firm behef that Jesus was totally free of sm (II Connth1ans
5:21; I Peter 2.22, Hebrews 4:15; I John 3:5) and both Matthew and Luke
present his parents as holy and righteous (Matt 1·19; Luke 1 42)".7 To this
positive explanation, "perhaps.. family tradition was an aux1hary". Brown sees
"an mterplay of many factors" building up the positive explanat10n, but he adds:
"This comphcated solution, although it reflects items from the meager evidence
we possess, leaves many questions unanswered (e.g., Mary's understanding of all
thus); and so 1t remams quute tenuous.""

Besides, as Brown9 admits, "there 1s no way to know with certamty whether
the post-NT charge of illegitimacy 1s an authentic recollection of Jew1sh charges
that were circulatmg before Matthew composed his narrative". Nor does
Brown111 discover any firm support mn the two other Gospels-those of Mark and
John"for a Jewish charge of illegitimacy dunng the mimstry of Jesus or even at
a penod contemporary with the evangehsts".

However, in the alternatve thesis Brown brings in an ingredient of family
trad1t10n as perhaps leavening the mixture of several factors-in conformity with
hus earlier granting that "the famly tradrton thesis 1s not Impossible". But such a
posture flues mn the face of his own puzzlement as to why, 1f thus tradition existed,
1t "surfaced relatively late and only mn two NT writings".' The difficulties mn the
way are not merely "formidable": they appear to be msuperable.

All m all, Brown's stand that Paul is speakmg about the reality of Jesus'
birth and not about the manner of his conception 1s msuffic1ent except for
checkmg the habit of capital bemg made out of the fact that the mother alone 1s
mentioned. On the commentator's showing the gap of family evidence, the
express1on 'born of a woman" seems definitely to pomnt mn the direction of Jesus
having been conceived mn the ordinary manner. Only 1f we took thus express1on mn
a vacuum rather than mn the context of the full NT situation would we be left mn
doubt about its negative beanng m the problem whether the doctnne of the
virgmal concept10n had a place m the earhest and ongmal Christlamty.

A comparative ambigmty m the last resort, accompanymg a keen analysis of
surface meanmgs and a rejection of pro-vrgmnuty readmngs, is the result in a more
recent treatment of the subject. A collaborative assessment of Marian themes by
Protestant and Roman Cathohc scholars12 deals with Galatians 4:4-5 along Imes
somewhat overlappmg with Brown. After quotmg the text with its ending which
Brown has om1tted-"so that we might receive adoption as sons"-and after a
few mtroductory remarks the team tells us:

"One may debate whether 'His Son' 1mphes pre-existence or not, but many
case Paul 1s certamly stressmg Jesus' humamty ('one born of a woman') and his
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relat10n to Israel ('one born under the Law')
"The phrase, genemenon ek gynaikos, 'born of a woman,' is a frequently

used Jewsh expression to designate a person's human condition. It reflects
'@dam ylad 'ah of Job 14:1, 'a human being (that 1s) born of a woman. .' (cf.
Job 15:14; 25:4). The phrase is found mn the same sense mn the NT, applied to
John the Baptist, en genn@tos gynaken, 'among those born of women' (Matt
11:11; Luke 7.28) As a Semitic express1on rt is further found mn Quoran
literature from Palestme. Such a description simply stresses the human condition
of Jesus. Thus no convincing argument for Paul's awareness of the vuginal
conception can be drawn from this phrase-nor from Paul's use of genomenon
(gmesthai) mstead of gennemenon (gennan ... ), nor from Paul's omission here of
any menton of a father. (The impl1caton that Paul should have sad 'begotten of
a man' is unfounded smce there is no evidence that such an idiom existed as a
ready alternative to ye/ad 'issiih.) Seemingly the apostle was simply makmg use
of a stereotyped hterary expression and not attemptmg to supply detail on how
the Son became man

"If one were to ask how Paul could wnte that 'Jesus was born of a woman,'
or even that he 'came mto being from a woman,' without 1mplymg some
reference to Mary, one would have to answer that Paul does thus mduectly refer
to her. But 1t is a reference to her simply as mother, m her maternal role of
beanng Jesus and bringmg him mto the world. There 1s not the slightest hint here
that Jesus was her 'first born' (see Luke 2:7) or that she was a vugin. Paul simply
does not mention the vugmal conception, and there is no reason to think that he
knew of it On the other hand, a chnstological affirmation such as Paul makes
here is not at all mcompat1ble with the chnstology of other and later NT wnters
who mamtain the vuginal conception.

"How ummportant the phrase 'born of a woman' really was for Paul may be
shown by the fact that, of the three thmgs asserted about Jesus in v. 4 (Son, born
of a woman, born under the Law), only the first and thud are taken up mn the
parallel descnpt10n of Christians m v. 5 (he redeemed those under the law; he
brought 1t about that we receive adoptive sonsh1p)."

The consensus of the Catholic and Protestant scholars mvolved m the
discuss1on is: Paul betrays no knowledge of the virginal conception, but the
words "born of a woman" are so neutral that they cannot be posed in opposition
to anyone's statement of such a conception. The flaw m the consensus is that 1f
Paul attaches little or no importance to these words there was for him nothing of
note in the buth of Jesus and they carry the suggestion of the buth bemg quite
ordinary, a product of two human parents. Agam, the mference could be that m
Paul's time-the time of Chnstianity at its earliest and mn its ongmal form-the
virgmal-conception doctrme was non-existent.

Evidently, to arrive at the correct conclusion mn the controversy we must
explore the exact meanmg of those four words of Paul's. Let us see whether we
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can reach that meanmg from some remarks of that well-known Bnt1sh scholar
and rehg10us populanzer, William Barclay. Apropos of the sixth and seventh
lmes of the Apostles' Creed-

Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost,
Born of the Virgin Mary,

he" wntes on Paul and the "Virgin Birth":
There 1s no mention of 1t either m Paul's letters or m his sermons as related

in Acts. It 1s sometimes claimed that Galatians 4:4-5 where Paul speaks of Jesus
as bemg born ofa woman, born under the law, is a reference to the Virgin Birth.
But born of a woman 1s the standard descnption of an ordmary man born in the
usual way. 'Man that is born of a woman 1s of few days and full of trouble' (Job
14:1). 'How can he that 1s born of woman be clean?' (Job 25:4). Certamly the
phrase 'born of a woman' has nothmg to do with the Virgin Birth. That Paul does
not speak of the Virgin Birth 1s no proof that he dud not know of rt and believe in
it; but it quite certamnly 1s proof that he did not set either the doctnne or the
belief m it m the forefront of his gospel, nor did he regard knowledge of 1t and
behef m it as m any way essential to salvation."

Barclay's delmeation of Paul's attitude towards "the doctrine or the behef"
1s accurate from the evidence ro'"be gleaned from that apostle. But one is at a loss
what to make of the rest of Barclay's exposition. At its face-value his statement
that the Pauline phrase "1s the standard description of an ordmary man born in
the usual way'' 1s in stark contradiction to _the later assertion that Paul's silence
on the Virgin Brth does not prove lack of knowledge of it and belief in 1t on his
part. Surely, "the usual way" for "an ordmary man" to be "born" is from the
cohabitation of two human bemgs. Barclay would seem to have a different
phenomenon mn mind. He must mean simply the emergence of a child from a
womb into earth-hfe, so that Jesus was hke any other man when he took birth.
Then the mode of being born shared by him with the whole race provides no
1nd1cation of a Virgin Birth, but neither does it negate such a natrvty. The
context of the phrase "born of a woman" does not at all raise the issue of our
answenng "Yes" or "No" about 1t; this appears to be Barclay's pomt. Although
his "ordmary" and "usual" are suggestive of a different view, he is funda
mentally at one with the thmkers we have quoted, except that while they
mdicated a possible pnstine Christianity without the doctnne m question he lets
us suppose its presence mn a very minor key.

Barclay 1s open to crt1cism on two scores First, is 1t reasonable to think that
so out-of-the-common, so miracle-ht a doctnne would remain m the back
ground? Faith m 1t may not be necessary to salvation: even now only the
ordinary magisterum has declared 1t mfallble, 1t has not been universally and
consistently proposed by the Church as an mtrinsic constituent of divine
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revelation Stull, 1f 1t had been a part of the apostohc trad1t1on and 1f Paul had
known of 1t and held 1t, he would not have been utterly devoid of any
recognizable reference to 1t. Secondly, Is 1t coherent to argue from the query mn
Job 25:4"How can he that 1s born of woman be clean?"that Jesus, 1f he were
born of a vrgmn who had no intercourse wth a man, could yet be considered as
emergmg from a womb mto earth-hfe hke every other man m a state which m
any sense would be regarded as unclean? Barclay on his own data impresses us as
havmg failed to gauge the proper associations of Paul's phrase.

Unwittingly, however, he has given us a cue to look at thus phrase m 1ts total
h1stoncal nuance rather than m 1solat10n. Neglecting that nuance, all the
commentators we have noticed may be taken to have missed makmg exphc1t the
exact dnft of the phrase We must press beyond the surface connotation of 1t
which has passed mnto current literary usage and attend to the peculiar B1bhcal
aura around its formulation by Paul's pen

Although in general 1t connotes 'mortal man"" and appears neutral as to
the manner of birth-sexual or vurgmnalIt has scripturally much more tout We
must assess with care its pre-Paulme associations. The old classic references are
emmently m Job. There are three of them as marked mn Mary in the New
Testament. To respect orthodoxy let us draw upon the versions m the prestigious
Roman Catholic production, the Jerusalem Bble.

(1) Man, born of woman,
has a short hfe yet has his fill of sorrow

He blossoms, and he withers like a flower;
fleeting as a shadow, transient.

And 1s thus what you deign to turn your gaze on,
him that you would bnng before you to be Judged?

Who can bnng the clean out of the unclean'?
No man ahve' (14 1-4)1

'

(2) How can any man be clean?
Born of woman, can he ever be good? (15:14)"

(3) Could any man ever thmk himself mnocent, when confronted by
God?

Born of woman, how could he ever be clean? (25.4)17

Two motifs are evident here m mterconnection: human birth and unclean
ness The Jerusalem Bble" annotates the first passage (14 1-4)· "Job acknowl
edges man's essential vleness but pleads 1t as an excuse The emphasis 1s laud on
the physical (and therefore ntual) uncleanness which man contracts from the
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moment of his conception, cf. Leviticus 15:19f, and birth, cf. Lev 12:2f, smce he
is born of woman, Job 14:1, cf. Psalms 51:5. But this ritual uncleanness mvolves
a correspondmg moral weakness, a tendency to sm, and Christian interpretation
has seen mn this passage at least an allusion to what was later recognised as
'orgmnal sm' passed on from parent to child. Cf. Romans 5:12+." We may infer,
from the comment as well as from the passage, that "Man, born of woman"
implies human bemgs m their natural process of birth and must involve for Paul
both physical uncleanness and moral frailty, a normal unredeemed state of
original smn mn which human beings are born from the usual cohabitation of two
partners. The phrase, in 1ts total sgnuficance, cannot admt any shade related to
a sexless virginal conception-and it was coined such obviously because there
never was a question of so uncommon a mode of birth.

Paul has employed a tum of speech which before him had no apphcation
outside of common human nativity due to sex-contact and which was shot
through and through with a sense incapable of mcludmg anything else. Even
after him it was never applied otherwise m scripture, as is shown from Brown's
references" to the Gospels: "See Matthew 11:11 and Luke 7.28: Among those
born (begotten) of women none is greater than John the Baptist." John the
Baptist had a birth by two human bemgs cohabiting. Thus the same Evangehsts
who posit the virgmal conception happen to reinforce-and that too 1n a
declarat10n by Jesus himself-Paul's 1mphcation of mortal men entering the
world by the natural birth-process Here is a fixed form of words which had an
uneqmvocal drift and on no occas1on gave room for the nuance "born of a
vrgn".

It suggested the very absence that we can discern of an extraordinary
nat1v1ty m some of Paul's other proclamations about Jesus Romans 8.3 runs m
the Jerusalem Bible: "God dealt with sm by sendmg his own Son m a body as
physical as any smful body, and mn that body condemned sm "211 At the third
occurrence of the word "body" we are pomted to a note "Lit 'm the hkeness of
smful flesh, and m that flesh ... ' "~1 It should be plam that there could be no real
condemnation of umversal sm m a body by Jesus' self-sacrifice unless the body
he had taken were bmlt m the same way as all "smnful flesh", even though he
himself committed no smn. Thus posture of salvfc action 1s underlined mn the note
preceding the one we have quoted: "Chst alone, who by hus death destroyed
our unspmtual nature (ht. 'flesh') m his own person, could destroy smn whose
domain the 'flesh' was Man formerly carnal 1s now, through umon with Christ,
spiritual." The 1dent1cal posture 1s brought home to us m 2 Cormthians 5.21:
"For our sake God made the smless one into sin, so that mn hum we might become
the goodness of God." At the word "sm" we are sent to the note. "By a kmd of
legal fiction God 1dent1fed Jesus wIth smn so that he might bear the curse
mcurred by sm, Galatians 3 13, Romans 8:3."2~

To sum up Paul's "born of a woman", viewed m the right perspective of
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B1bhcal usage and perceived with its true implcatons in the Pauline theology,
rules out the idea of the virgmal conception and proves the original apostolic
Chnstiamty to have had no lmk with 1t.

K. D. SETHNA
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THE ROLE OF CREATIVE VISION IN HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE 1s prImarIly a system of v1s1on. values and ideals. I have discussed
bnefly m my earlier article the pragmatic importance of these "soft" cultural
factors mn human development This article exammes the role of creative v1s1on
mn human development m the light of Indian ms1ghts and modern thought.

"Vision" in Modern Pragmatic Thought

One of the mterestmg developments mn the latest pragmatic thought of the
West Is the growing recognutron of the importance of "V1s1on" for long-term
corporate viability and effectiveness. Th1s Is now recognised even mn the fortress
of hard-core and result-onented pragmatism. busmess and mdustnal manage
ment This 1s m direct contrast to the earlier pragmatic thought of the West
which viewed the vs1onary as an mmpract1cal dreamer. Some of the latest
research mvestlgations on busmess leadership have found that one of the
common traits of all highly successful busmess leaders s the capacity for a clear
v1s1on of the future The authors of a famous book on management quote a chp
from "Fortune" magazme.

"Executive recrmters, asked what qualities their client compames are
seekmg mn a candidate for a top Job, report that they are heanng our old friend
'chansma' more than they used to 'Vis1on' also seems mn mncreasmng demand:
while the head-hunters aren't sure precisely what the term means, they sense
that 1t has to do with new and much sought-after skulls mn motivating people."

But what 1s exactly the meaning gven to the term 'VIs1on' by modern
management-professionals? The authors explam further

What do we mean by VIs1on? Essentially a vs1on 1s a mental journey from
the known to the unknown. creatmg the future from a montage of current facts,
hopes, dreams, dangers and opportumtles Just as the mental Journeys of
Thomas Jefferson and Karl Marx gmded nations such Journeys can dictate the
success of business, and just as nations must adapt their orginal vis1on to
changing conditions, so must corporate leaders mould their vs1on to keep pace
wth a rapidly evolving world.""

The same authors who are the founders of a top-notch management con
sultancy firm m Amenca declare categoncally that "V1s1on determmes Success
and Failure" and conclude.

"Executives with clear vis1on Invent excellent futures for their firms: those
who lack 1t set their compames adrift 1n dangerous waters "

And the v1s10nary executive has a strong behef mn the efficacy of philosophy
and values
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"The visionary executive frequently talks about his philosophy, the corpo
rate direction and values he thinks will keep the company successful. The non
visionary executive never talks about philosophy and in fact does not appear to
have one. 'I'm too busy to fool around with abstractions and fantasies,' he
says."

Thus the "soft" factors-hfe, philosophy, vision and values-have a "hard"
pragmatic force. So the modern pragmatic mind 1s beginning to realise the truth
which the Mother expresses with a sublime simplicity: "To be practical, you must
have a very clear vision of the goal, of where you are going."

The Creative Potential of Vision: Indian Insights

But the pragmatic mind of the West is not interested in any further
investigation of the deeper truth and law behind this creative power of visions. It
has found by an empirical and scientific mvestigat1on of the practical experiences
of successful and pragmatic men that 'Vision works". But it 1s not interested in
the why and how of the phenomenon. The Indian mind is not satisfied with this
pragmatic truth. It is more deeply scientific than the pragmatic mind of the West.
It wants to know why and how vision works or what are the spintual and
psychological truths which makes the vision creative.

Such an enqmry may not have immediate pragmatic results. But in the long
term it may have an immense pragmatic utility for the md1vidual and the
collectivity. For, once the deeper truth and law and process of a phenomenon are
fully understood, they open the poss1blty for evolving a discipline by which we
can gain conscious control and mastery over the process. And for the collectivity
it can help the top decision-makers in government and administration to choose
the right type of vision, with the highest creative potential, for the nation or the
group. Here comes the importance of Sn Aurobindo's insights in understanding
the deeper truths of creative visions.

Let us begin from the basics. What 1s a vision? Vision is creative dreaming;
it is, mn the human mind, thought working through imagination to grasp at a
future possibility. Creative vus1onmng requures the capacity for sustained, co
herent and conscious dreaming, which means to visualise the future, goal, aim,
and the ideal and the path to realise it in the clearest possible terms.

According to the Indian spintual trad1t1on, the entire world 1s a dream of
God, not mn the sense of its unreality, but in the sense of it being a creative idea mn
the consciousness of the divine Self, Spirit or God, His divine vsion materalised
in force and energy. But this creative idea of God 1s not a mental idea; it is a
supramental spiritual 1dea mn the creative consciousness of the spirit-what Sri
Aurobmndo calls a Real-dea which rs a pregnant vibration of the consciousness
force of the Spmt and in which knowledge and will, conception, execution and
realisation are a single mndrvisrble movement. It 1s this spiritual idea which
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determmes the deepest truth, law, purpose and destmy of each individual
existence m the umverse-each bemg, species, group, object, phenomenon or
activity-and governs its evolution according to its truth and law. We can say
that thus spiritual 1dea 1s God's vision and wll in each mndrvdual thing min the
umverse, governmg its evolution accordmg to the truth of 1ts bemng and the
mherent and natural law of its becommg.

The creative power and effectiveness of a human vus1on or 1dea Is 1n
proportion to the extent to which 1t faithfully reflects, participates m or identifies
with God's creatrve vs1on Since human mental consciousness 1s a l1muted and
partial expression of the creative consciousness of the spit, even the mental
1dea or vus1on 1s not entirely an abstraction but has a force of effectuation
Inherent mn 1t. But, m the human mmnd, knowledge and will or the powers of
conception and execution are not mn perfect umty and harmony as m the creative
consciousness of the D1vine So the creative power of a human idea or vision 1s
very limited in companson with that of the supramental consc10usness of the
spmt. But still the mental idea and vs1on also has a creative force and its
effective power depends on the extent to whch 1t reflects the Real-idea of the
spirit. In general we may say that the creative power ot an idea or vs1on depends
on the depth and comprehensiveness of the truth perceived or realised behmd
the idea and expressed through the idea. The deeper and more comprehem,1ve
the truth that 1s percerved, seen or realised, the greater and higher the nature of
the creative force realised

The mental idea can be used as a means to realise the spmtual truth behmd
the idea By a process of concentrated dwellmg of the thought and will on the
idea we can get behmd the idea mto the spiritual truth which gives birth to 1t mn
the mmd. Ths 1s the principle of the trad1t1onal Indian method of meditation
taught by ancient masters of Yoga like Patanjali This 1s the meanmg of the
Sansknt word Tapas, 1t 1s the method by which the human consc10usness can nse
beyond mmd mto the spmtual consc10usness; 1t 1s also the method by which the
D1vme unrolls the world m His consc10usness The work of the vrs1onary,
thmker, prophet and sage 1s to discover the highest truth of life, nature and the
world by Tapas and release the creative force mto the world through the mnsp1red
Idea and the Word.

This brings us to the subject of different kmnds of vs1on. Some of them
embrace the whole of life and existence, others are sectoral visions covenng only
an aspect of hfe or a group or a nation. Vision may origmate from different levels
of human consc10usness-physical, vital, mental and spmtual. Visions of great
men of act1on mn economics, society and politics are mostly sectoral vis1ons of the
pragmatic vital mmd. Most of the successful leaders mn these fields are either
consciously or subconsciously mn tune with the truth and law and rhythm of the
vital forces of Nature. This gives them a "gut-feelmg" mto the gestalt of their
specific field of action. The vs1on of intellectual thinkers and philosophers
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proceeds from the thinking mind. The v1s1on of a sage or spmtual man proceeds
from the spmtual consciousness This nature of the source of ongination 1s
another factor which determines the creative power of a v1s1on The spmtual
v1s1on of a sage has the highest creative power because 1t more or less
participates in the creative v1s1on of God and releases a spmtual force which, as
Sn Aurobmndo pomnts out, ". not only creates the future but creates the matenal
for the future It 1s not limited to the existing matenals either in their nature or in
their quantity. It can transform bad matenal into good matenal, insufficient
means into abundant means ""

So all vis1ons are not creatve or equally creative All fanciful dreammngs are
not creative v1s1ons. To be creative, a conception must be clear and coherent,
based on a deep insight into the truth and law and nature and destiny of things
Every great creative v1s1on of an ideal which 1s in harmony with the truth and law
and destiny of things inevitably realises Itself As Sn Aurobndo pomnts out: "The
ideal creates the means of attaining the 1deal, 1f 1t 1s 1tself true and rooted in the
destiny of the race "" If, along with thus, the vs1on or 1deal 1s an mntegral part of a
greater global v1s10n of life seen, realised and projected from a sprtual
consciousness, 1t has an enduring creative power which can make and remake a
nation Whenever such a spmtual v1s1on 1s awakened and activated in the
consciousness and life of a nation, 1t will be followed by a great nat10nal
renaissance and create a new era of all-round progress and prospenty for the
nation

The spiritual vus1on of our ancient Vedic RIshus, the great founders of Indian
crvhsat1on, and the new greater spiritual vus1on of the future of Inda and
humamty given by Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother-which 1s in fact a continua
t1on and extension of the spmrtual vis1on and work of the Vedic RIshushave a
tremendous creative power If this spmtual v1s1on of our sages can be awakened
and implanted in the collective consciousness of our nation and made the
foundation of national development, 1t can remake not only India but, through a
spmtually awakened India, the whole world and herald a new age for mankind

M s SRINIVASAN
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FOCUS ON REALITIES AND POSITIVE CONCLUSIONS

WHEN a Sadhak 1s blamed by fellow-Ashram1tes, he should not dismiss thus con
demnat10n hke the croakmg of frogs but take it as the 'grace-sent' test of equality
commg directly from the Mother If a Sadhak is puffed up by the praises of
fellow-Ashramtes, he should become allergc to thus rather than absorbing the
fat of flattery that may cause cholesterol m the spiritual constitution and block
the arteries that cuculate love pumped by the spuitual heart. Becommg immune
to the flatteries is a necessary prereqmsite m Yoga. Praises from fellow
Ashramites too must be regarded as tests commg from the Mother evaluating
our mdifference to the food of the ego. Gratitude for cntlcism and detachment
from praise are a road to happmess m the spmtual hfe.

*

It is because Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother have themselves been on earth that
the penis of the deep on the way to the Eternal have been cleared. This becomes
much more apphcable to those Sadhaks and devotees who have come in physical
contact with the Mother. It is so because mall of them She especially had placed
Herself in theu hearts permanently. This "placement" of Hers which is 'Sri
Aurobmdo-filled', has been termed by them as "emanation". I describe this
"placement" as 'Sn Aurobindo-filled' because Sn Aurobindo is eternally present
m the Mother's heart. Smee this emanation has been issued from Her physical
embodiment, it may be described as Her subtle-phys1cal presence within
ourselves. The penis of the deep are out of the picture now that the Supreme
Constants of male and female have been integrated m our heart as the umted
eternal m the form of the Mother. Sri Aurobindo becomes multitudmous
through the Mother and our biggest boon is that the Mother contains and
projects Sn Aurobmndo from our heart. For reachmg the Eternal the access point
1s the heart

*

Smcenty is an important prerequisite of the Integral Yoga, but to be smcere is
not enough. Smcenty has to translate itself mto performance More often than
not consistency between smcenty and performance is lackmg. Smcenty is not a
'summmg-up' of bonaf1de mtent1ons. We may be very smcere in our intentions
but fa1l to execute them mn act1on. The question then anses as to why thus 1s the
case.

There does not seem to be any other logical explanation than one. It is
because smcenty and performance are lmked with will-power that the problem
of Inconsistency between the two arises Strong wall-power rs a natural or Karm1c
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gift. People with a strong will can easily match performance with smcerity. But
what is the solution for those who are smncere but helpless because their wall 1s
blocked in the mmnd or stifled m the vital bemg? For them a smcere surrender to
the Mother's Drvmne Will 1s the only Important factor, because by domng so they
share Her Will-Power Lack of will-power can create a vital mess; sincerity
would remam static and stationed m one corner.

k

The mmd as a representative of the psychic bemg, with the help of the vital, and
if possible with the help of the body, has to make co-ordmated moves to secure
the release of the psychic bemg which is held captive by the ego-thus may be the
first stage of the Integral Yoga but need not be because first stages are not the
same for every Sadhak

Mmd, vital and body umtedly have to come out with categorical statements:
"We are not egos", "We do not live for ego", "We refuse to be used by the
egos", "Our true and highest self is the psychic bemng", "We will give the nght
dominant positron to the psychic bemng, mn each one of us three'', "We wll drive
out the imperialist ego, which like a traitor sells us out to the beings of the mental
and vital worlds who use us and live m us to our spmtual detriment." Such
statements, regularly repeated, may be useful.

Attraction to ego is very great. It is great because during the course of
evolution, when ego was the helper, our forefathers were united with ego m
habitual wedlock. That reahty still has a hold on us from the Subconscrent

From the pomt of view of the Integral Yoga, wedlock with the ego is a
forced one and we must divorce this ego at the earhest However, we fmd it
duff1cult to do so because we are stll m love with 1t.

Ego as a helper m the past has received mnumerable glonfications by the
processes of history and so it persists m mnumerable outfits-each outfit havmg
its many offshoots. Ego's contmmty is now complex.

What needs to be dissolved is the central ego. If that is done its emanations
will die a natural death. Emanat10ns of ego cannot have any mdependent play.

To put it humorously, we must persuade ego to develop a strong aspiration
for Nirvana so that 1t opts for 1ts own dissolution Into nothingness!

k

There is another angle to the study of and approach to the 'ego'.
To keep ego m one corner and keep it calm and qmet m order that it may

not react to everythmg that displeases it, reqmres overcommg its demands. To
stop the storms of the ego commg m full force on to the surface from its
complicated depths needs consistent efforts and a cautiousness that is always
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alert. If this mastery of the ego 1s pursued from the stage of studentship and 1f the
student is an aspirant for the spiritual lfe, it can become a basis for the smooth
transition from studentship to Sadhakhood.

However, when one commences the spiritual life or sadhana, it goes without
saying that ego has to be conquered and surrendered to the Mother. Mastering
of ego 1n a certam sense 1s an acceptance of ego's existence kept under one's
thumb in one comer. Mastering of ego then would mean coping with its
symptoms but not truly dealing wIth 1t With a little loosening of our hold on the
ego, the subconscrent strengths can put it right in front of us if we are caught
unguarded.

In the Integral Yoga the ego must cease to exist; but there is another side to
the 1llus1on of the ego that has gamed reality by our consent. Ego's origin is from
the Drvmne Mother, the supreme creatnx. She created this illusion in order to
pave the way for the psychic bemg to take over. For this reason "ego" was the
helper from very ancient times and was a formative force that aided humanity to
evolve by creating mndrv1dualities from the stuff of ignorance. For ages and ages
the soul has evolved by passmg through the expenences of the ignorance which
actually were ego-expenences True, the soul evolved slowly through the ego
Ignorance expenences, but then the soul was not yet ready to embark on
spintual endeavours and adventures.

By the power of detachment our ego may now be offered to the Mother with
the aspiration that 1t be transformed from its present continuity as a perverse
reflection of the psych1c being to a state of Truth-Light. As Truth-Light it will
blend with the psychic bemng and lose its 1dentuty Thus process of ego-transform
mg mto Truth-Light may begm the destined ultimate transformation of the ego
centred hfe-force mto the light-centred hfe-force.

k

When the soul came mto existence by its seemmg separation from Sri
Aurobmndo, 1t was specifically formed raw to begm its Journey m matter and
evolve untl 1t could brmg Him mto matter. The soul, subjected to innumerable
births, grows mn continuation to and in consequence of 1ts past lives, events and
times. Usmg ego as the medium, these Karmuc experiences sharpen, chisel,
sculpture the bas1c soul into the psychc bemng. However, ego's rule rs now over.
Either 1t vanishes into nothingness or consents to be transformed into its
origmnthe Truth-Lght.

*

The Ashram 1s one family and so the life lived wthn the Ashram is a family life.
In this sense every Sadhak 1s a part of the Ashram's domestic career. The
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domestic career brmgs a vanety of pressures and confrontations Because the
Ashram 1s a large family, pressures and confrontat10ns are great and so provide
special subtle struggles valuable for Karma Yoga m the Ashram To sustam these
pressures and transform them mto powerful aids to Karma Yoga, we have to
proceed into Sn Aurobmdo's truth by peacefully openmg to the Mother w1thm.
Our contact wnth our Drvmne Parents must proceed uninterrupted respective of
conditions constantly emerging out of the complexates of Ashram hfe. To fulfil
the precious Karma Yoga of the Ashram, when we attend to our Ashram Family
duties, and our obhgatons to the Ashram hfe as a whole, mward concentration
on the Mother 1s a must We breathe the Mother all the time when we smcerely
attend to the Ashram's domestic duties

Large spiritual victones emerge from the small battles fought m the daily
domestic hfe of the Ashram The details of this hfe may appear as routme
occurrences but they offer opportunities to perfect ourselves because the whole
process demands surrender of our ego to Him and Her.

The one-family aspect of the Ashram makes available extraordmary
circumstances for the mmates to grow out of human fnvohtles mto the Life
Divme.

k

To each Sadhak of the Integral Yoga, hus body 1s Sn Aurobmndo's gft to his soul
Ths purposeful gft represents a drectve that the soul may work and live for Sr
Aurobindo on earth. In order that the soul may become a wonderful mstrument
for Sn Aurobmdo's reign on earth this package of human body has come to the
human soul.

Our souls came mto manifestation by separation from Sri Aurobindo and
bemg wedded with matter Sn Aurobmdo too has extended Himself from
eternity and focused on earth He has come on earth so that we may return to
Hmm m matter. The body 1s the matter mn which we hve and He 1s seated mn our
hearts We can return to Hmm by uniting with Hmm mn the Yogic heart of our
body. We should not and must not lose sight of the reahty that the gift of the
body 1s a format10n by the Mother Let us therefore offer wonderful victory to
Sn Aurobmdo by reahsmg His blissful presence m the Yog1c heart of our body

JAGAT KAPADIA



SRI AUROBINDO-THE SOUL OF INDIA
( Continued from the issue of March 1996)

A QUESTION may be raised at a certain point. what was there for Sn Aurobindo
to reahse further? He had already achieved the maJor reahsat1ons· the Silent
Mind, the Nrvanc Consciousness, the Consciousness of the Nrguna Brahman
and the Saguna or the Dynamic Vasudeva, Consciousness of the Supreme Will
when he was in the Ahpore Jail. He also got to know the several planes of
Existence leading to the V1ynana or Supermmnd hs yoga mn Chandernagore
continued in this hne of opemng up higher and higher levels of consc10usness
with the!f charactenstic powers and personalities Complete withdrawal from the
scene of the hectic poht1cal activity and retirement in the comparative solitude of
Pond1cherry made 1t possible for hm to 1ntensfy hus tapasya, hus one-pointed
askes1s, and sail the uncharted seas of the Spmt His studies in the Veda under
interesting circumstances that will be descnbed later confirmed the vahd1ty of his
expenences and gave him clues for the identification of certain deities that he
had encountered in meditation earlier. At each expenence he kept asking
himself, "What after all this expenence? What next?" and kept a most rational
outlook and inlook, amidst the many extraordinary spmtual expenences that
were coming to hmm

A letter of hs during thus perod (12-7-1911) gves an mnd1cation of the
developments:

"I need some place of refuge in which I can complete my Yoga unassa1led
and build up other souls around me It seems to me that Pond1cherry 1s the place
appointed by those who are Beyond, but you know how much effort 1s needed to
estabhsh the thing that 1s purposed upon the matenal plane ..

"I am developing the necessary powers for bringing down the spiritual on
the matenal plane, and I am now able to put myself into men and change them,
removing the darkness and brmngmng lght, grvmng them a new heart and a new
mind This I can do with great swiftness and completeness with those who are
near me, but I have also succeeded with men hundreds of mtles away I have also
been given the power to read men's characters and hearts, even their thoughts,
but this power 1s not yet absolutely complete, nor can I use it always and mn all
cases The power of gmding action by the mere exercise of 1t 1s also developmg,
but 1t 1s not so powerful as yet as the other. My commumcation with the other
world 1s yet of a troubled character, though I am certainly m commumcatlon with
some very great powers But of all these things I will wnte more when the fmal
obstacles mn my way are cleared from the path.

·What I percerve most clearly, Is that the principal object of my Yoga Is to
remove absolutely and entirely every possible source of error and meffectlve
ness, ot error mn order that the Truth I shall eventually show to men may be
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perfect, and of ineffectiveness m order that the work of changmg the world, so
far as I have to assist rt, may be entirely victorious and irresistible It 1s for thus
reason that I have been gomg through so long a disc1plme and that the more
bnlhant and mighty results of Yoga have been so long withheld. I have been kept
busy laymg down the foundation, a work severe and painful. It is only now that
the edifice 1s begmning to rise upon the sure and perfect foundation that has
been laud.""

Sn Aurobmdo rarely moved out of his residence. It is said that he would
pace within the house for two to three hours every day-a habit he kept up all hus
hfe He once observed that walkmg was his favourite asana. He used to receive
friends in the evenmg. Subramana Bharat1 and Snmvasachan were his regular
visitors. On certain days he would take up the hymns of the Rig Veda and
explam them. Bharati was an enthusiastic student and these sessions mspired
him to wnte and sing mn his own mother-tongue, Tamil, the glories of the Veda.
Nolim Kanta Gupta, one of those who part1c1pated in these sittings, descnbes
them: "Sn Aurobmndo came and took his seat at the table and we sat around
Subramana Bharat, the Tamil poet, and myself were the two who showed the
keenest interest. Sn Aurobmdo would take up a hymn from the Rig Veda, read
rt aloud once, explain the meaning of every lme and phrase and finally give a full
translation I used to take notes. There were many words in the Rig Veda whose
denvatlon 1s doubtful and open to difference of opinion. In such cases, Sn
Aurobindo used to say that the particular meanmg he gave was only provisional
and that the matter could be fmally decided only after considenng it in all the
contexts in which the word occurred. His own method of mterpreting the Rig
Veda was this: on reading the context he found its true meaning by direct
mntuutrve vis1on through an mner concentration in the first instance, and then he
would give it an external venficaton mn the light of reason, makilig the necessary
changes accordingly."

Reports from A. B. Purani follow:
"Once 1t seemed likely that the French Government might yield to the

pressure of the Bntlsh Government in the matter of handmg over the political
refugees. This was a very crucial time for all of them. Subramanya Bharati got
very excited and disturbed over the news as was usual with hum. One day he
came all excited and agitated and asked Sri Aurobindo what he proposed to do in
case the French government would not shield them. Bharati asked, 'Do you not
prefer to go out of Inda mn that case? What 1s your vew?' Sri Aurobindo turned
his back to him and sat quietly for a few minutes. He then turned to Bharati and
said, 'Mr. Bharati, I am not going to budge an inch from Pondicherry. I know
nothmg will happen to me. As for yourself you can do what you like.' After that
he sat s1lent mn hus char. Bharat1 and others dropped the 1dea of gomng erther to
Djibuti or Indochina or Tr1pol1, whch was m their minds.

In Apnl 1913 Sn Aurobindo changed his residence from St. Louis Street to
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M1ss1on Street. The rent of the house was Rs. 15 per month. The reason of the
change was economic stress

15 August was celebrated m the M1ss1on Street house. Sri Aurobmdo was
not well on that day, he had fever. But he came out and sat m the verandah and
all those who had come passed before him. Mom had composed a Bengali poem
which he read. Sri Aurobmdo hked rt and gave hum a garland.

Durmg this year, apparently, Sn Aurobmdo translated C. R. Das's Sagar
Sangll mto English verse For this the latter sent Rs. 1000 V. Ramaswamy
(Va-Ra) went back to TanJore dunng the year.

In October 1913 Sn Aurobmdo moved to 41 (afterwards 10), Rue Franco1s
Martm. This house was better lighted and ventilated. Upto this point there had
been no furniture worth the name, no beddmg, only mats with pillows; only two
chairs one of which Sn Aurobmdo used while writing and another outside his
room whuch he used while receiving someone or giving an interview. Only one
wntmg table and one camp-cot were there. The canvas of the camp-cot had been
torn on one side. So Sri Aurobmdo used to he down carefully on the untorn side
and sleep! In 1914 this house became the office of the Arya. Sri Aurobmdo
remamed here up to 1922. "3

(To be continued)

N1LIMA DAS
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PARU
I CAME to know Paru m 1967, when six of us used to meet Kireet regularly for the
study of The Lzfe Dzvine. I found her a qmet, unassummg. yet keenly mterested
member of the group.

Then I came mn contact with her as she worked with Kireet. But most
recently, durmg the last five years, my contact with her grew on a different basis
as I took to her some v1s1tor-fnends who wished to know about our Centre of
Education and 1ts amm. She gave the Impression of a confident navigator, aware
of the raging environment of the world around with the poss1blty of 1ts adverse
mfluences as well as of the Mother's dream of a nucleus of the New World She
wished to prepare here. There was a constant concern and alertness to adhere to
the Mother's guidance

I remember our meetmg with her before leavmg for the U.S.A. in 1990. We
asked her 1f anything was needed for our Centre of Educat10n by way of funds,
techmcal eqmpment or books, etc. She seemed open to all that is beautiful m
modern progress, but was cautious lest we should lose the gams of the Mother's
work by external distractions She was weary of too many cultural actrvties
which took away a great deal of time from studies and distracted the students
from concentratmg on the true aim of education.

She consecrated her hfe to the Mother's call of double duty as a trustee of
the Sn Aurobmdo Ashram and as the registrar of Sn Aurobmdo International
Centre of Educat10n-not an easy task at all when everyone could treat her as
their equal and question her decrs1ons mn administrative work wth their many
1deas, op1muons and mental judgements

In my vew, she was mdeed a guard1an of the Mother's trust, a faithful
worker and a beautiful person with goodwill towards all, stnvmg for harmony. In
many subtle ways, she radiated the Mother's teachmg m action.

The Mother mn her great compassion called back her vahant warnor to rest
in her lapa call she silently and smlngly accepted without undergomg medical
tortures.

Her noble soul rests mn peace and recovers the strength to replunge m this
battle for the Mother's Victory.

KAILAS J.
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MUSINGS ON PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS
(Continued from the issue ofMarch 1996)

Shmmg Path

SOME of us feel so much hke strangers mn the world. Even when we have a lovmg
family, we feel hke orphans-as if we belonged nowhere and nothmg belonged
to us. Forlorn, bewildered and lonely, we walk on the ways of hfe, seekmg
support now m this adored person, now mn that lofty ideal. Yet all thmgs fail us
and we fail everybody Yet we are by no means msens1tlve. We love intensely
and would gather all the world mn our arms and heal all its pams and fulfil all its
wants We would have heavens descend on earth-still we belong neither here
nor there

Great 1s the pain of those evolved bemgs who are suddenly plunged mto this
world of falsehood, decert, aggressive self-promotion and multant self-assertion.
Our gentle natures suffer mtense agomes and cry out mn despair, "Why 1s 1t so?
Why am I here? Why does nothing make sense to me and why don't I feel a
lastmg affinity with any person or any cause? Why 1s it that no earthly ideal fulfils
me??

When the hgh noons of blazmng actions and pass1ons are done with, then
come npe evenmgs of wisdom and calm. We begm to discover the cause of the
anomalies of our hfe Life makes some sense. We realise that as when transport
ing a pnceless diamond a lovmg jeweller wraps 1t up 1n many soft satin bags one
over another and then puts 1t mn a strong iron box to save 1t from damage and
effectively hudes 1ts effulgence to ward off greedy robberslkewise the Divine
Jeweller has wrapped and swathed in wrappmgs of ignorance and half-knowl
edge our mvaluable diamond soul-child to transport or transplant 1t mto this
world of Matter, across the threshold of human birth, to save 1t from any sudden
premature awakening, whch might defeat the purpose of 1ts birth and descent
mto the Creation

Even when the DIvmne Mother manifests herself mn ths world of ignorance
she wraps herself mn some dense lght-clothes which to us, who lrve mn darkness,
seem a robe of hght, yet m companson to the full D1vme Sun-Potencies, are
shades of darkness.

This truth 1s forcefully borne out by the Mother'sprayer of October 7, 1913.

This return after an absence of three months to the house which 1s
consecrated to Thee, 0 Lord, has been the occasion of two expenences.
The f1rst 1s that m my outer bemg, my surface consc10usness, I no longer
have the least feelmg of bemg m my own home and the owner of anythmg
there· I am a stranger ma strange land, much more of a stranger here than
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in the open countryside among the trees, and I smile, now that I have learnt
what I did not know, I smile at the idea of havmg felt myself "mistress of the
house", an idea I had before my departure; it was necessary for all pnde to
be broken, crushed, trampled down definitively so that I could at last
understand, see and feel thmgs as they are. I used to offer to Thee this
dwelhng, 0 Lord, as though 11t was possible that I should possess something
and consequently be able to make an offering of rt to Thee. All 1s Thme, 0
Lord, 1t 1s Thou who placest all things at our disposal; but how bhnd we are
when we Imagine that we can be owners of any one of these' I am a vIs1tor
here as elsewhere, as everywhere, Thy messenger and Thy servant upon
earth, a stranger among men, and yet the very soul of their hfe, the love of
their heart ...

What Is there mn thus world whch we can call ours? What 1s there which we
can own? All belongs to the Lord, all is given by him. The feeling of ownership,
the prde of acquisitions are a childish mirage. One breath of the Lord can blow
away our houses of cards. All om attainments, our mner and outer possessions,
are mere gifts of time and 1f to pamper obstmate children a mother allows them
to play with mud pies, 1t rs a temporary concession, a postponement of their
higher destmy

The moment we reahse that we are nothmg, that we can do nothmg, that
nothmg belongs to us, that we are beggars bereft of poss1b1ht1es, then at that
moment our true beng takes birth. Thus total annihlaton of our ego 1s definitely
a Grace of the Lord. No human achievement can satisfy the soul. The annulment
of ego is the tnumph of the Lord m us. When we acqmre that state our whole
outlook changes, the very 1deas of achievements and acquustions seem rd1
culous, for we are nothmg, we have nothmg Only after reahsing this truth we
earn the pnvilege of bemg the Lord's servant

Then strange and mystenous powers surround us. The whole ambience
changes. The Mother wntes,

Secondly, the whole atmosphere of the house 1s charged with a
religious solemnity; one mmmediately goes down into the depths; the
med1tat1ons here are more in-gathered and senous; dispersion vanishes to
give place to concentrat10n, and I feel this concentration hterally descend
mg from my head and entenng mto my heart; and the heart seems to attam
a depth more profound than the head. It 1s as though for three months I
have been lovmg with my head and that now I were begmnmg to love with
my heart; and this bnngs me an mcomparable solemnity and sweetness of
feelmg

Life takes on mystic hues, we carry around an aroma of spmtuahty. Our
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ambience is filled with the Presence of the Lord. Mmd, which organised the
yaya, retreats and the heart takes over, all becomes Love. Sweet is the feeling of
thus all-pervasive Love which Includes all that 1s good or bad, high or low, sacred
or profane, manifest or non-manfest.

There are new beginnings. The Mother wntes,

A new door has opened mn my bemg and an immensity has appeared
before me.

I cross the threshold with devotion, feeling hardly worthy yet of
entering upon this hidden path, veiled to the sight and as though invisibly
lummous within.

All 1s changed, all is new; the old wrappings have fallen off and the
new-born child half-opens its eyes to the shinmg dawn.

The time comes when the Supreme Jeweller unfolds the diamond, the chdd
soul.

All becomes "sky and God".

*

The Waste

There are realms of supraphys1cal beauty, peace, light and love, there are
symphonies of indescnbable splendour whose notes are beyond the range of
human ears, there are worlds of angels and gods of which we humans are almost
totally ignorant. Except for the rare souls for whom physical boundaries do not
exist and who can change their stations of consciousness and existence with the
practised ease of a Jonathan Livingston Seagull, most of us are cruelly 1mpri
soned in the cage of senses on a tiny globe covered over with a star-sequmned
sky, whirling in the 1mmens1ties of time and space. Whule a myriad galaxies
immense light-years away could have been our next stop, we, hke a child's top,
whurl round and round rooted to a small area to which we have been wedded by
birth, fate and crcumstances. Do our frenzied gyrations add anything much to
the sum-total of our hfe? Of httle use are the pirouettes and rotat10ns of our
physical, emotional and mental beings They advance one step and fall back two.
Thus goes on the caravan of life mn the same ruts of existence. The httle bumps,
uneven surfaces and small heights of the rut give us the Illusion of struggle, loss
and achievement while nothing really changes. One unexpected blow from our
fellow-beings is enough to make us tumble into primitive vital-emotional
reactions while our laboriously gathered sainthood shps and falls to the ground
One reason for this sliding back Is our subconscious, which 1s Ike a movie
camera lens, forever focused on the appearances around us. The senses register
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everythmg that comes w1thm their ordinary range and this volummous record
1mpnnts itself on our cells forever We carry w1thm ourselves the subtle 1mpnnts
of all our sensations of previous hves, even of those when we were fishes or
ammals All these past and present mynad phenomena which are registered by
our subconscious are hke a swarm of sand particles which obstructs us from
seemg thmgs greater and higher. These wonderful worlds of hght, oceans of
felicity and drvmty, are thus covered from our view.

How frustratmg 1s 1t to be glued to the memory of a broken wall or a chipped
cup when we could have entered the perfect worlds of the Gods, how futile to be
disturbed by the memory of a frowning face when we could have chosen to
rejoice In the benevolent smle of the Lord, what a howling waste of con
sc10usness 1s 1t to pass time m frustrated anger while we could have entered the
sunht chamber of our soul'

On November 25, 1913, the Mother wrote mn her diary,

The greatest enemy of a silent contemplation turned towards Thee 1s
surely thus constant subconscient registering of the multitude of phenomena
with which we come mto contact. So long as we are mentally active, our
conscious thought veils for us thus overactrvuty of our subconscious recept1
vrty; an entire part of our sens1bluty, and perhaps not the smallest, acts hke
a cme-camera without our knowledge and mdeed to our detnment It 1s
only when we silence our active thought, which 1s relatively easy, that we
see this multitude of httle subconsc10us notations surgmg up from every side
and often drowmng us under thelf overwhelmmg flood. So 1t happens that,
as soon as we attempt to enter the silence of deep contemplation, we are
assailed by countless thoughts-if thoughts they could be called-which do
not mterest us m the least, do not represent for us any active deslfe, any
consc10us attachment, but only prove to us our mab1hty to control what may
be descnbed as the mechamcal receptivity of our subconscient A consi
derable labour 1s needed to silence all these useless no1ses, to stop this
weansome tram of images and to punfy one's mind of these thousand httle
nothmgs, so obstructmg and worthless. And 1t 1s so much time uselessly
lost; 1t 1s a ternble wastage.

And the remedy? In an over-smmple way, certamn ascetic disciplines
recommend solitude and inaction: sheltering one's subconscrent from all
poss1ble registration, that seems to me a chld1sh remedy, for 1t leaves the
ascetic at the mercy of the first surprse attack, and 1f one day, confident of
bemg perfectly master of himself, he wants to come back among his
fellowmen mn order to help them, his subconsc1ent, so long depnved of its
act1v1ty of recept10n, will surely mdulge 1t more mtensely than ever before,
as soon as the least opportumty offers.
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Thus surely is our dismal realty, thus the graveyard of most of our upward
efforts. What hope is there for us? What should we do to escape the clutches of
this millennial nuisance? Are we destmed to go round and round remembering
thmgs which do not matter to us mn the least? Is there no fairy wand which could
put to rest thus tyrant actvty and its debilitating effect on our sadhana? The
Mother spells 1t out,

There 1s certamly another remedy. What is 1t? Undoubtedly, one must
learn to control one's subconsc1ent Just as one controls one's conscious
thought. There must be many ways of achieving thus. Regular introspecton
In the Buddhist manner and a methodcal analysis of one's dreams-formed
almost always from thus subconscious registration-are part of the method
to be found. But there is surely somethmg more rapidly effective ...

One sighs at this tall order of thmgs and wishes that sadhana was not such a
complicated long-drawn-out affair. But 1t is our own gnm approach to sadhana
whch makes 1t tedious. A mother rarely finds the millions of tasks which are
mvolved m ra1smg up a child dreary. She takes a joy in cleaning, washmg and
bathmg her child. She sews with mnfmnute care new garments for her growmg
child, who soon outgrows them and needs others. Each stage of this growth is a
JOY for her. Thus also if we were to love ourselves, the recalcitrant subconscious
mcluded, and were to take JOY in purifymg, educating and controlhng this part of
our bemg, then it could become a glad offermg, a joy-ride towards the high
ndges of spintuality For each of us the Master of our Yoga would have a
different way. But if we petition, he s sure to listen to our need for upliftment.
We have to, we must, take refuge mn the Lord.

The Mother ends the prayer with a trustmg call,

0 Lord, Eternal Master, Thou shalt be the Teacher, the Inspirer; Thou
wilt teach me what should be done, so that after an indispensable appl1ca
tion of 1t to myself, I may make others also benefit from what Thou hast
taught me.

With a loving and trustful devotion, I bow to Thee

Thus will we emerge one day mn our true bemg when stars will see us outstnp
them, suns will be censors held on the way.

The Dawn

Early in the mornmg there 1s a moment when the sun-gold waits to wash the east.
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A dark mantle still covers the earth and a holy hush pervades the atmosphere.
Nature watches with bated breath the commg of the sun. This is the hour the
yogis and the aspirants treasure as most propitious for mvokmg the Lord and
establishmng communion with one's soul. Lafe rs still asleep and humanity has yet
to start 1ts never-ending round of actrvtres. A stray wind blows gently like an
ethereal hand lifting the dark wraps from the face of the earth.

At such an hour the Mother used to sit m front of an open wmdow to
welcome the new day and to make it the harbmger of a new progress and
uphttment of consc10usness for earth and men. When she began to write these
prayers she had ascended almost the greatest heights of spirituality. For herself
she needed nothmg, for us ~he aspued, hoped and asked for more and more
peace, hght and love. The uplftment of thus man1fest world and drvmnisation of
th1.., humamty wa~ of the utmost concern to her In the holy hush of such a morn,
on November 28, 1913, she wrote:

In thus calm concentraton whch comes before day-break, more than at
any other moment, my thought nses to Thee, 0 Lord of our being, in an
ardent prayer

Grant that this day which 1s about to dawn may brmg to the earth and
to men a httle more of pure hght and true peace; may Thy manifestation be
more complete and Thy sweet law more widely recogmsed; may something
higher, nobler, more true be revealed to mankind; may a vaster and deeper
love spread abroad so that all painful wounds may be healed; and may thus
first ~unbeam dawnmg upon the earth be the herald of joy and harmony, a
symbol of glonous splendour hidden in the essence of hfe.

Who amongst even the Vedic or the Upanishadic yogis could have asp1red
so vastly? Our Mother also knew that she was the only hope for the earth and
humamty, she was the radiant sword of Truth which alone could annul the
Inconscient and secure the destiny of the earth and the drvmne future of the race.
She was the mediatnx between the highest peaks and the lowest gulfs. She was
the Goal and the Path To fulfil this stupendous task she had constantly to widen,
deepen and heighten herself, she had to dnnk every poison of hfe so that the
earth might smile and humans survive. She had constantly to achieve new and
greater ~umm1ts of Consciousness, had to gather greater Love mn herself to annul
the hate m the heart of humanuty, to achieve higher Powers capable of
anmh,Iatmg the dark lords of the vital planes. Conscious of her almost mmpos
s1ble muss1on she prays to the Lord:

0 Divme Master, grant that today may bring to us a completer consecration
to Thy Will, a more mtegral gift of ourselves to Thy work, a more total
forgetfulness of self, a greater 1llummnaton, a purer love. Grant that in a
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commumon growmg ever deeper, more constant and entire, we may be
unuted always more and more closely to Thee and become Thy servitors
worthy of Thee. Remove from us all egoism, root out all petty vanity, greed
and obscunty. May we be all ablaze with Thy divme Love; make us Thy
torches mn the world

A silent hymn of praise nses from my heart hke the white smoke of
mcense of the perfumes of the East.

And mn the seremty of a perfect surrender, I bow to Thee m the light of
the nsing day.

Thus she showered the earth and its creatures with divine blessmgs and
brought drvmnty mnto our life and livmg. Slowly and imperceptibly she raised the
earth-consciousness.

Some conscious souls must have felt a great joy on that day, November 28,
1913.

SHYAM KUMARI

SORROW THE AWAKENER

IT 1s the hand of Love that stnkes the blow,
For if the dreamer will not break his dream
But mn the magic of the twilight glow
Pursues the shadows of the thmgs that seem,
Then comes great Sorrow with her rude caress
And shakes the sleeper into wakefulness.

Not always do we wake. So long we've played
With dreams and mn their musts our sprits steeped
That when the qmckening hand on us 1s laid
We deem our visions mto hfe have leaped.
We stretch, not break, our dreams, so backward creep
Into thus death-mn-life, thus cave of sleep.

J. N. CHUBB



IF THERE IS PAIN
IF there 1s pam,
What 1s the gamn, then, 0 Lord?
Must we be chained to the gnndmg wheel?
Cannot we feel
Only delight, joy. love, life's ecstasy
While we are learning to know
What you want us to know'
Life cannot be
Thus continuous see-saw of pleasure and msery
Anger, revulsion, desure. Is affection,
Are all of these only reflection
Of the ~till unregenerate beast we harbor w1thm?
If twenty angels can dance on the head of a pm,
Why must I plod this stony uncomfortable path,
Stumbling, bleeding from real and mmagmned wounds;
Afraid of your wrath
If I forget to say "Thanks" or abjure?
These terrible gfts are yours?
Why? Why should I have an attitude
Of Thanks, of praise, of gratitude
For the musery you give to me?
Can I not lve mn love and laughter and feel free,
Reach out to all who are a part of me,
Who dance along my body's paths?
Must there always be the aftermaths
Of doubt and fear of loss, of what tomorrow brmgs,
Hearing the final toll mn every bell that nngs?

Who 1s to say
Renuncrat1on, abnegation 1s the only way?

Let me live and love mn today,
Let me JOY m the way
You have made me,
To know, to feel, to see, each moment an ecstasy!

Oh great Compassionate One, we know that You,
Havmg created us all, have created the sweet pass1ons, too.
Let me delight
In the joys of sound and sight,
Let me be free to love only,
My special loves, and all humanity!

ELIZABETH STILLER
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LOGIC AND BEYOND
THE purpose of this article 1s to develop a system of philosophy of our own
concerning the most fundamental aspect of philosophy, that 1s, the question of
the ultimate reality. ·

1 We want to develop our system m an analytical way and therefore in a
logical way The reason why we name our article 'Logic and Beyond' is simply
that logic, or rather traditional logic, 1tself proves to be Insufficient for the
purpose, as we shall see. So we shall necessanly have to go beyond the tenets of
traditional log1c

Logic 1s defined as the science of thought (as expressed m language). The
term 'logic' was f1rst introduced by the St01cs who were the disciples of the
philosopher Zeno who used to teach in the Stoa P01k1le (Painted Porch) at
Athens The term was denved from the Greek word 'logos' which literally means
'the word'. The traditional logic or the class1cal logic recerved its proper form
through the teachings of Anstotle

By 'science of thought' what was meant was the laws that must hold for all
thunkmng, irrespective of what the thmnkmng 1s about. (For thus reason, it is often
said that thoughts of things are the things of thought in Logic.) The foundation of
logic was laid by Anstotle and 1t consists of three pnnc1ples, called the laws of
thought:

(1) A 1s A (Law of 1dentuty)
(2) A cannot be both B and not-B.

(Law of non-contradict1on)
(3) A 1s either B or not-B

(Law of the excluded muddle, e., any third or middle possibility
between B and not-B 1s excluded)

It 1s evident that the laws are framed with a view to the external emp1rical world.
There 1s no question as to the veracity of these laws mn any empirical field.

But, Just because of this, should we or can we call the laws the laws of thought?
The thinking man, mn hs thmnkmng, has to go beyond the limits of empiricism.
This 1s because, in the causal-chain of empmcal facts, there is no end, i.e.. there
1s nO point whch 1s an end-in-itself In fact, about any empcal fact or pheno
menon the question may be asked as to why 1t 1s so If the reason is given in terms
of another empmcal fact or phenomenon, the same question may be asked about
that fact or phenomenon also So when we want to form a total view about this
world or about this very existence we shall have to transcend the norms of the
traditional loge Ths 1s why the philosophers of the east and of the west
conceived of a transcendent form of logic, which has been called the bhedabheda
nyiiya in the ancient east and the dialectical logic in the west. We now propose to
bmld up a total-view about this very existence in our own way.
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Man's quest for truth starts from the moment he begms wondenng about
what he sees around hm mn the big outer world, and begms pondenng about how
this world came mto bemg. We do feel that this very world of our empmcal
percept10n may qmte have a begmnmg and may qmte have an end. In fact, for
any orgamsed body or for any 'composite' that 1s what always happens. In this
connection we may recall the ancient saymg of our sages, namely, that this sun
and thus moon are conceived of by Providence as they were conceived of by Hmm
mn earher times (suryacandramasau dhiitii yathiipurvam akalpayat). It may be
mentioned here that the modem theory of the expandmg universe and its first
start from a sudden ggantc explosion (Big Bang) of a point-mass of 1finite
density and of a possible end through a big crunch mn the distant future very much
corroborates thus ancient vew. The theory, of course, keeps silent about the
state of affairs before the beginning of thus universe and about the probable state
of affa1rs after its end. The theory declares that the pomt of begmnmg is a point
of mathematical smgulanty and the hkely pomt of end will also be a pomt of
mathematical smgulanty As such, the state of thmgs pnor to the begmnmg of
this umverse and postenor to its end cannot have any scientific connection with
the existing universe. This 1s quite understandable because 'sc1ent1fic connection'
means empmcally d1scermble cause-and-effect relation. But 1f we take a deeper
and wider view and take science as a search for full truth, then we cannot divest
philosophy from 1t and then science also must face questions on the ultimate
realities

In fact, when we thmk of the begmnmg of this umverse we immediately feel
that it has come out of somethmg, for we are convmced that out of nothing
nothing comes (ex nhlo nhl ft or nasato vdyate bh@vo) We are equally
convmced that mto nothmg nothmg can go (niibhiivo v1dyate sata!J,). In a word,
we are convmced that existence Itself, z e , pure existence, 1s eternal. It can have
neither a begmnmg nor an end.

What is the true nature of thus existence out of wh1ch the universe has come?
When we enter mto any such query we have to reflect on this umverse agam. We
first get overwhelmed by the vastness or rather the vaster-than-vastness (mahato
mahiyan) of observable existence around us and get equally overwhelmed by its
atom1c and subatomic minuteness (anoraniyan) But gradually we are se1zed by
the general rhythm and the law-abidmg coherence, technically speaking, the
unformrty of Nature From th,~ umform1ty we come to the notion of one smgle
supreme consciousness, one mind, that must have carved out thus cognusable
umverse. That 1s because the fact that many thmgs exist but they are all under
one law can be accepted only when we are ready to accept that the world 1s the
creation of one mtelhgence.

2. Before we proceed further with our study of the ultimate reahties we
have to pause for a while and say what we have to say as regards the 'mndeter
mmacy prmciple' of modem science which holds that the days of umform1ty of
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Nature are gone. In this connecton, we thunk 1t should be sufficient to observe
that the mdetermmacy talked of m the mdeterminacy principle hes m the sphere
of our reckonmg the exact state of Nature and, as such, such mdeterminacies are
epistemological problems and therefore he in the realm of phenomenology
which mvolves study of things as they appear to us or to our senses. But it will
never mean that the law that vs1bly governs the universe fanls at places.

The mdetermmacy pnnc1ple 1s a necessary consequence of quantum theory
which rests on Planck's discovery m 1900 that hght, X-rays and other waves
cannot be emitted at an arbitrary rate, but only m packets that he called quanta.
Hence any such wave of an amount less than a quantum cannot be emitted. The
mdeterminacy principle was deduced and propounded m the year 1926 by
Werner Heisenberg. The mam point 1s that the fundamental particles with which
modern science is now concerned are so small that the position and the velocity
of any such particle are getting disturbed (and that m an unpredictable way) by
the hght or X-rays that are reqmred to be thrown on them for the purpose of any
Investigation. In fact, rt has been found that if the position of the particle 1s
ascertained through some device va effect-method, the velocity of the particle
becomes unascertainably changed, and vice-versa. But unless the position and
the velocity of the particle are correctly known at one and the same time, no
prediction about any future behaviour of the particle can be made. Thus 1s the
genes1s of the indeterminacy principle. Since the bas1c purpose of science 1s to
know Nature obJectlvely m a complete way so as to be able to make correct
predictions, the matter is, no doubt, of extreme importance in science. But what
1s still more important 1s to know that this indetermmacy lies in the sphere of our
reckonmg the exact state of Nature, and not in the state of Nature itself. (The
prmciple may have a deeper 1mphcat1on m a different sense. Who knows
whether 1t means that the last word can never be said, at least, empirically?
Whether such a tmme 1s come, nobody will however be able to say, for man will
for ever try to improve upon his knowledge mn every field mcludmg the emp1r1cal.
Perhaps today's obstacles may be overcome some day.)

As far as this pomt is concerned, the difficulties may thus be cleared up. The
trouble begins when some quantum theorists hke Niels Bohr declare that science
is concerned only with measurable truths and 1f a thing is not measurable then
there is no sense m saying that rt exists. Bohr's understandmng mn thus matter is
known as the Copenhagen interpretation. It 1s precisely in thus connect1on that
Einstein, who got the Nobel Pnze for his work in quantum theory, said that
objective reality stands by itself, mdependent of human knowledge and man's
capab1ht1es for measurements. He said that he does not beheve that God plays
duce. He felt that some bas1c ingredients were mussmng in thus theory and one day
we would be able to fmd them. Reference may be made m this connection to the
famous days-long exchanges between Bohr and Emstem. Schrodinger, who
along with Heisenberg and Dirac reformulated mechanics mto what 1s now
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known as quantum mechanics (based on the indeterminacy prmncple), says that
1f there s a fifty-fifty chance for a cat in a closed box to be dead or alive, we have
to take 1t as half-dead and half-alive Like Bertrand Russell we can also say that
the cat itself, like the Cheshire cat, will surely gnn at this verdict. Anyhow,
very recently scientists are feeling that the quantum theory has come to a cross
roads and may take a radically new tum.

Ending our survey of the indeterminacy pnnc1ple we may say that there 1s
no reason for us to cast any doubt over the uniformity of Nature and our earlier
conclusion based on the notion of this uniformity should stand unaffected.

3 We have talked of the one supreme consciousness that must have given
formation to or created this universe. But this 1s not yet momsm. Granted that
the world 1s the creation of one single consciousness whch 1s thus the efficient
cause (karana-karana) of this world, our next quest1on 1s as to what 1s the
material cause (upiidiina-kiirana) of this world. Can 1t not be the case that the
world-stuff or matter out of which the world 1s created or formed 1s a second
independent ultimate reality? If that be the case there would be two ultimate
realties, grvmng rse to a dualism (dwatavada) involving matter and mind On
this point we want to observe as follows.

Ultimate reality cannot be consciousness on one side and independent
matter-stuff on the other Consciousness by itself cannot act on matter if that
matter 1s independent of the conciousness and extraneous to it. Let us look at
ourselves. Our mmd by itself cannot act on any external matter. Our mind can
act only on our body and that 1s because the body and the mind constitute one
single being. The supreme consciousness also, so we believe, will be able to act
on matter-stuff 1f that matter-stuff and the consciousness are one smgle bemg.
We shall call thus bemng the supreme being or the supreme self. One may yet
mns1st and say that the ultimate realty may stull be two-the supreme conscious
being as one reality and extraneous independent matter as a second reality
-arguing that the supreme conscious being through its own stuff can act on
extraneous matter, as our mind through our body can act on external objects. In
this connection we would like to observe that the supreme being through its own
stuff would no doubt be able to act on external matter, but that would be only to
the extent of producing material changes in 1t It would not be able to infuse
consciousness mnto that external matter, whch 1t precisely 1s domng mn the b1g
time-scale If on the other hand the external matter 1s also assumed to be
possessing consciousness then 1t would lead to duahty or mult1phcity of inde
pendent ultimate consciousnesses In that case, uniformity of Nature would
hardly remam believable or explainable

To wt, we do hold that the ultimate realty rs one, but thus one 1s d1alectcal
in nature, in the sense that 1t possesses consciousness and possesses that stuff mn 1t
which, under the dictates of the consciousness, can produce this material
universe. We may call this reality a two-in-one, 1f we please, but it 1s one, not
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two, for the two are two parts of the same one and never separable. The stuff of
the supreme self through which the supreme self produces this matenal universe
need not be gross matter itself. We do not know what 1t 1s m itself except that it
can produce or generate matter. For this reason 1t may be called the cause
matter. In fact 1t 1s not the body of the universe, but 1s its cause-body (karana
sarira). (It may be mentioned that even science to-day does beheve that the basis
of gross matter 1s not gross matter, but something very different from that.) It
must be said that we get confirmation of our line of thmnkmng mn the Nasad1ya
Sukta of the Rig Veda (10/129/3) where 1t 1s declared that the sole one who was
there covered by a paltry sheath expanded himself by energizing himself
(tucchena avu aphtam yat @sit tapasastanmahna ay@yata ekam). Note that the
sheath was 1magined to be paltry (tuccha) by the ancient nsh1s and the modern
sc1ent1st 1magmes the universe to have ongmated from a pomnt-mass only.
Nevertheless, the one who was covered by the paltry sheath energized himself
and expanded The pomt-mass 1s also conceived to be of mfmite density and
therefore of mnfmnrte energy and rt expanded and 1s still expanding.

Spmoza said that the ultimate reahty 1s one. He called 1t 'Substance' and
also called 1t 'God'. For him the substance or the ultimate reahty is something
that can both thmk and have- extension m space So Spmoza also thought of the
two aspectsof the ultimate one, very much as we have done. However we would
hke to mention that our ultimate reahty does not have any extension mn space.
An ultimate reahty can have extens1on mn space 1f and only 1f space 1s another
ultimate reahty and ~o ultimate reahty would not be one. We thmk that space
Itself is a creation. We consider 1t to be a creation concomitant with creat1on of
matter expanding m space Many modern relatrvstuc and quantum cosmologists
talk of space as a physical object We do not want to equate 1t with physical
objects, but would lke to thunk of 1t as a creation concomitant wth creation of
physical objects In the Prashna Upan1shad the Rush, while describing the
creation of the sixteen features (sodasa kal@) by the Ultimate out of himself,
talks of space or sky as one of the features and places 1t before the different
phys1cal objects

Smnce for us the ultimate realty is one, our viewpoint 1s monustc. Monism
may be of different kmds depending on the view taken of the nature of the
ultimate reahty. Smee for us the ultimate realty 1s a conscious bemg whom we
hke to call God (theos) or Ishwara and smce we beheve that everything is created
by God out of hmmself, our vuewpomnt 1s what 1s known as pantheism (sarve
svaravada)

It may be mentioned that 'panthesm' s the name given to the philosophy of
Spinoza whch holds the view that God rs totally Immanent mn the universe
(vsvagata) and everything 1s (essentially) God. Spinoza has mdeed called God
transcendent also, but that he did m the sense that God 1s transcendental to
empmcal perception. We surely consider God to be transcendent m this sense
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(anrvacaniya) but we also consider God to be transcendent m the deeper sense
that God, while mdwelhng and pervadmg the universe, also transcends the
universe (vsv@tita). True, Hegel held a view very simlar to ours and hus
phlosophy 1s known as 'panenthersm' (sarvadharesvaravada) wh1ch means that
everythmg 1s held by God. Smee, however, everythmg that is held by God is
(essentially) God himself, we thunk 'pantheism' will be a better descrpton for
our viewpoint. Spmoza's 'pantheism' may be called a 'pantheism' of his own
special kind.

For Shankara, the ultimate reahty was all consciousness and consciousness
alone, and one was debarred from callmg 1t a conscious being, for (according to
Shankara) 1t had nothmg else m it apart from consciousness. How did he explam
creation of matter and the matenal universe? He explained 1t or rather explained
it away as unreal and as an 1llus1on (brahma satya jaganmthya). We cannot
accept this view. We hold that the universe (yagat) 1s a derivative of the ultimate
and eternal reahty. A denvative of the real is necessarily real. The creation to us
Is real, though finite mn time. We know how completely Sri Aurobindo has
refuted and rejected Shankara's thesis. We believe, like Sn Aurobmdo, that the
creation 1s real with a design and a teleological purpose behind it.

4 However, we shall not proceed further with our reflections on creation
and shall not take up the question of the purposive cause (uddesya-karana) of
creation, though the matter 1s, no doubt, very important, for man's phtlosophy
of hfe depends very much on the view he takes of the purpose behind this
creat10n. A d1scuss1on of this may be found in the author's article "Creation and
My Inner Feeling" (Mother India, Sept-Oct, 1993).

What we want to bring to hght before we come to a close 1s that when we
take up the quest10n of the ultimate reality, we have to transgress the hm1ts of
ordmary logic. It 1s evident that the Anstotehan laws of thought compnsmg the
three laws, namely, the law of identity, the law of non-contradiction and the law
of the excluded middle, are not competent to deal with questions of the ultimate
reahty. The ultimate reality 1s one. But 1t 1s that kind of one which can become
many and yet at the same time remam one. We are led to the notion of unity in
multiplicity or unity m d1vers1ty Between creatures and also between creatures
and the creator there is difference and non-difference at one and the same time.
These are matters beyond the scope of ordmary logic. Our ancient rish1s had to
concerve of a log1c of difference and non-difference (bhedabheda ny@ya), and in
the west, centunes later, Kant had to conceive of a 'dialectical logic' which he
also called 'the logic of the truth'. Sn Aurobmdo felt the necessity of what he
called the logic of mfinity. We conclude by drawmg attention to the close
connection of these outlooks with that which 1s behind the famous mantra
(5antp@th) prefacmng the Isha Upan1shad:

purnamadah purnamdar
purnat purnamudacyate



which means.

LOGIC AND BEYOND

purnasya purnamad@ya
purnamev@vassyate

That 1s full, thus 1s full,
from full full denves,

When full is taken out from full
It 1s full that survives.

Neu erschienen
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TWO POEMS

MY CHOICE

I BUILT a marble castle
Of platmum was its roof

It glittered with gold and diamonds,
Impregnable 1t stood.

This would be my home I thought,
Away from thus noisy world,

And there I'd hve m peace,
So at least I deemed,

I had left my mmnd mn charge
Of the house and all it held,

And desire was at the gate,
Sentry, stem and bold,

And anger with its blazmg heat
Kept away the wmters cold

Everythmg gets soon burnt
When he gives a reward

Mighty ego then they chose
To be their kmg and lord

And Im my marble castle, alas,
Became a pnsoner

THY GRACE

Is my choice all 1n all?
Is there no way out of this wall?
With a heart heavy with grief
For ages I cned m pam
Wartmng for a word of love
From the Lord I have never seen.
Then with a crash as if breakmg doors,
In a flash of hght and fragrance ethereal
Floodmg my gloomy cave with bhss
A presence unseen drew near.
On its stalk the lotus swayed
Thousand petalled, pmk, immaculate;
A heavenly smile dispelled the dark
All was filled with peace and joy.
And even this earthbound heart could

hear
The melody of the eternal flute
Not only Thy grace, 0 Lord, Thou

sendest,
'Tis Thyself who comest to me

JOTSNA MOHANTY
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HUMOUR

FATHER of the bnde to bndegroom "Will you promise to support my daughter
the way she 1s accustomed to?"

Groom: "Sure, we're plannmg to move mn wth you."
One would laugh at the above conversation 1f one found rt humorous. But

why? Henn Bergson, a French philosopher, says about humour: "Les plus grand
penseurs, depuis Anstote, se sont attaques a ce pett probleme, qui touyours se
derobe sous l'effort, glisse, s'echappe, se redresse, impertinent defi jete a la
speculation philosophuque "

We normally laugh at somethmg which 1s abnormal The different methods
used in expressing these abnormahtles are wit, farce and satire The most
obv10us causes of laughter are those mduced by tcklng or by laughmg gas, but
laughter due to these 1s just a physical or reflex reaction and not a spontaneous
expression of a feehng. Kant and Spencer found the cause of laughter to be an
expectation that suddenly ends m nothmg Schopenhauer found the cause of
laughter to be incongruity Thus 1s clearly demonstrated mn the example of a high
school teacher who amongst her pupils found one lad who had the troublesome
habit of monopolising discussions She decided that such a habrt had to be
brought to the attention of his parents. So on his report card she wrote, "Allen 1s
a good student but he talks too much." A few days later the report card was
returned. Underneath the teacher's comment the boy's father had added: "You
should meet hus mother." We laugh at thus mnc1dent because of the 1con
gruuty-we expect to hear an apology from the boy's father and mstead get a
supportive reply.

Each one of us has a very d1stmct sense of humour A very mterestmg
viewpomnt 1s that our sense of humour s the sense of the gap that exists between
the expectations of hfe and the actualtres we observe. Thus our sense of humour
1s a defence agamst life's mnsamtres and by commg to know what makes us laugh
the most, we understand what actually frustrates us the most. The JOKE
constitutes a mmnature model of all these frustratmg expenences. That reminds
me of a story recounted to me by my uncle who had gone to v1s1t the Bangalore
museum. He had stopped to admire a full-sized bronze statue of a girl Another
young man was also admmng the same statue, while his young son glanced up at
it and then asked hs father, "Father, what's that?""That's the figure of a
woman, sonny "Before father could speak further, mother, a Mrs. five by five,
waddled towards them. The father took one last longmg look at the statue, then
turnmg towards his wife said, "Fundamentally, son, fundamentally." Another
Joke structure represents the reverse of the frustration story We are all well
acquainted with Bernard Shaw's exceptional wit but here's one of the few
occasions when Shaw was caught mn the net of hus own wat and the victory went to
Mrs. Shaw, the one who would normally be associated with the underdog It 1s
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her sudden success that makes us laugh. It seems that once at a party Shaw
appealed to his wife by saying, "Dear, don't you believe that male Judgment is
supenor to that of women?" To which Mrs. Shaw sweetly replied, "Of course,
dearest. That 1s why you chose to marry me, and I you."

Different subjects amuse a man at different stages of hus life. As a baby, his
laughter seems to have no reasonable provocation. He might laugh looking at
the ceilmg or at his own toes. As a child he laughs at funny actions, odd sounds,
grimaces, mamly physical oddities and even ugly thmgs because at this stage he 1s
most concerned with the physical growth of his body and 1s therefore immature
and less sensitive. But with age his mnd develops and with it hs sense of
humour. He no more laughs at farces but appreciates wit and subtle Jokes.

Humour follows a similar pattern mn the evolution of man mn general.
Primitive man supposedly did not possess a sense of humour (as he was most
concerned about hus phys1cal welfare and had a mmnmal mental capacrty) but
years of crvlizat1on developed hus intellect and hus understanding of humour.

Each nation too has a distinct sense of humour The English adore
'nonsense", the French detest it. The French adore Rabelais characterized by
his 'rIre enorme', the Belgians have to see it with their own eyes mn order to fmd
it funny. Greeks love satire as they are senous even where humour is concerned.
The Swiss like to laugh at their own incapacity, mostly their slowness mn
understanding and reacting. To the Chinese, with thelf hard life, laughter comes
as a relevmng outlet to their frustrations-"I laugh, so I am" is the Chmese
philosophy. Nothing can beat the Japanese, though, who generally don't
understand humour at all! They might occasionally laugh at a funny story not
because of its humour-content but out of politeness. The Germans are very fond
of continuing a funny story even when 1t is over, as in the following: A mmister
pays a visit to a mad-house. The director takes him to the terrace from where he
can see the patients mn swimming-trunks jumping from a board mnto a pool. The
mmister, charmed, showers praises on the director. The director modestly tells
him: "Thus is only the begmnnmng, wait till the pool 1s flled with water" In
France, the story would have stopped there, but in Germany 1t contmues. The
minister, shocked, runs to a mad-man about to take his spnng. "Stop, my friend,
don't Jump. There 1s no water in the pool." "All the better," replies the patient
before taking off, "I don't know how to swm!"

In India we have an assorted sense of humour. Parsees are reputed to be the
people who laugh the most and the Sikhs are the most laughed at. Here's a
Sardaryi-joke to add to your stock: A thief was once caught by a Sardarji. On
their way to the police-station they passed by the thief's house. The man pleaded
with the policeman to allow him to go and meet his wife Just once to tell her
about himself. "You think you're being clever, eh!" said the Sardarji, "You're
gomg to stay nght here. I'll go meet your wife mstead of you."

From India let's come home and have a taste of humour that is closest to us.
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Sri Aurobindo's laughter was the laughter of the Gods. But as he himself wntes:
"God's laughter is sometimes very coarse and unfit for polite ears; he is not
satisfied with being Moliere. He needs also to be Aristophanes and Rabelais."
Once Nirod-da wrote to him: "Last night I tned to compose a poem. It was a
failure. I fell asleep over its first two lines." Sn Aurobmdo answered, "You call
it a failure when you have dscovered a new soporific??

After this long sermon on humour we sincerely hope that you face life with a
bigger grin. Ha ha! Or did we just mvent the world's latest soponfic?!!!

AUROPOSEE, KAVITA, VIDYUT

(With acknowledgments to The Golden Cham, Alumni Journal of Sri Aurobmdo
International Centre of Education, November 1993, pp. 9-10.)

A BEAUTIFUL WORLD

THERE is a beautiful world mn the sky.
If you want to go there,
No need for visa, permit or permission.
Just go by yourself
The way of the sky.
No car, no tram, no plane,
Even no rope-way,
Just go by yourself.
We think God is in the Heavens,
No-don't think God is only mn the Heavens,
God is also here,
God is here withm you.
There is a beautiful world in the sky.
If you want to go there,
Make a ladder. The steps-our devotion,
Faith, surrender and smcenty.
The grace is given to you to reach the Heavens,
The help of the D1vine
Is our way there.

CHUNIBHAI PATEL



"The Forsaken Merman" by Matthew Arnold

AN EXPOSITION

ARNOLD has wntten two poems on the Merman theme. The Neckan and The
Forsaken Merman Both of them are in the form of chants involvmg a story. The
Neckan laments the lack of kindness in human souls. The Merman bemoans the
faithlessness of the mortals The human wife in both feels that she has no
Chnstlan mate. But the resemblance of the two poems stops here. For the
Neckan 1s anxious to redeem himself whereas the Merman has no awareness of
the soul at all Again the Neckan has his wife "safe beneath the salt-sea tide".
But the Merman 1s the 'forsaken Merman' The pecuhar state of the Merman, his
wife and his children contributes to the pathos mn the poem

The Merman 1s housed half-way between the ammal and the human nature.
As an animal he feels the mnstmnctrve 1rresstuble call of the sea, hs natrve
element But he has the heart and therefore the emotions of the human bemg.
Hence hus ardent longing for compamonshup and deep gref when forsaken. He 1s
not however a full-blown human bemg The hgher mental qualtes are not seen
in him at all He has memory and imagination-the power of remembenng and
v1suahsing But he does not have the power of reflect1on or thmking Hence his
mconsolable gnef. An ammal when forsaken by its mate may feel the pang for
sometime but soon can and will find another and seek gratification m the new
relationship. For on the ammal level creatures are not so sharply mndrvdualised
as they are on the human level So any one of its kind will satisfy the passion of
the ammal. But the emotional affinity which umtes a man in love with a woman
1s a marr1age and mating of the mndrvdually unique elements mn both So the loss
of a partner becomes for a man irreparable. There 1s and can be no substitute for
the lost mndrv1dual That Is precisely the reason why a human bemg rs affected
more deeply and lastmgly by gnef. But the well-developed man has evolved a
number of escapes from gref. The higher creatve 1maginaton urges hmm to
enter the world of Art where everythmng 1s 1n harmony. Even the ugly elements
m hfe which create a discord m actual hfe contnbute to the total harmony mn the
world of art Man can forget himself and hs mseres mn the pursuut of the beauty
of art Agam his mtellect can mterest itself m the processes of nature and revel mn
the discovery of their truths The world of Science 1s a safe refuge from the
turmoil of actual hfe. Or the higher speculative reason takes all knowledge and
all expenence as its provmce, tnes to co-ordmate all the ideas and constructs the
temple of philosophy m whose sanctuary it can get the peace that passeth all
understanding. Or the soul mn man directs hum to practise relg1on, dissolve his
separative consciousness and will by commumon with its Source and Creator
who 1s also the ordamer of this world and its apparently chaotic events mcludmg
the cause and occasion of man's gnef. The rehg1ous mmd fmds consolation in the
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idea that man is living in a world created by God where 'His will is done'.
But the Merman is denied all the above privileges of the developed human

being. He has the emotions of a man without the outlets of escape or sublimation
possible on the human level. Alas! the very powers of the mind which make him
half-human-Memory and Imagination--only serve to intensify his gnef. He
tries to visualise the past in an attempt to forget the present which 1s a state of
conflict. But the past pushes him back to the present, for it is so full of memones
of the object of grief. This return to the present charged with pamful memories
makes the grief still more intense and irreconcilable. The Merman at the
beginning of the poem is the same as at the end. The emotional conflict remains
unresolved and if anything only becomes more intense.

The poem progresses in three movements with three stanzas in each. The
first movement describes the emotional conflict which the Merman faces mn the
present. The second is an attempt to travel in the layers of the Memory and find
consolation which he can never get. It is a description of the past whose revival
only brings the Merman back to the present. The third movement is a more
pathetic description of the poignant present which promises to be perennial and
to repeat itself in and actually become the future. The first stanza gives a vivid
description of the call of the sea to which the animal in the Merman mstmctively
feels akin. The sea is now angry as it were and before 1t becomes impossibly
turbulent he must listen to the beckoning voice of the fellow-mermen and reach
his cavern home in the depths of the ocean.

But then he has to listen to the equally imperative call of the affections He
cannot draw his heart so easily away from the object of his love. The second
stanza describes this call of the affections. He wants the children to make one last
fervent appeal.

In the third stanza, we have the attempt of the Merman to resolve this
conflict by an apparent and futile resolution. But the desire to have a lingering
longing look at the town and the church shows how this resolution is no
resolution at all and we know that the emotional conflict is unresolved and also
that the Merman cannot solve it by facing 1t. He must and does seek an escape by
recollecting the past.

Thus the three stanzas in the first movement picture the sea, the woman and
the fruitless action to resolve the conflict. The same pattern of arrangement 1s
adopted in the second and third movements also, for the Merman can never get
beyond thus vicious circle.

Thus stanza 4 gives a graph1c vsualsed picture of the sea-home of the
Merman, stanza 5 of the woman before her departure and stanza 6 the futile
action of the Merman to go and call his mate back. That the Merman has no
religious awakemng becomes clear by his absence of response to the Easter
Church bell or the prayers at Church. He is breathless with impatience and
agony at his wife's departure and complains of the long prayers they say in the
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world All the symbols of relig10n--church, bell, holy book, prests-so sacred to
those who seek commumon with the Div10e, leave him cold, complaining and
wretched. When we come to the end of the second movement the Merman has
completed hus travel in the chambers of hrs memory and he discovers the painful
emotional confhct of the present still more 10tensely. The second movement
descnbes therefore the futile but inevitable attempt to bring back the past and by
reliving rt in imaginaton derive consolation at least.

Stanza 7 gives a picture of the woman alternat10g between a feeling of JOY at
the opportumties of human and spmtual fellowship 10 her town and a sense of
agony when she remembers 'the cold strange eyes of the httle Mermaiden and
the gleam of her golden half ' Stanza 8 once aga10 speaks of the sea and the
home of the Merman. But now the Merman has dwelt so long on the object of his
affections that he cannot mmd exclusively the sea. So we hear the affection and
the inst10ct speaking 10 one breath and voce here. Stanza 9 descnbes the sole
reconc1lation possible for the Merman. He cannot but come back to the shore to
have a lingering lovmg look at the town which now houses his beloved This he
must do to give at least a momentary satisfaction to his aching heart. At the same
time he must return to his element crymg his lament over the faithlessness and
the cruelty of 'the mortal who left lonely for ever the k10gs of the sea'. This
agony and chant must go on for ever till the end of time. Perhaps the chant mn the
elegiac words 1s the only outlet for hus pent-up emotions. Hence the mevtability
of the song about his pathetic lot.

The pathos of the poem anses not only from the character and conduct of
the Merman but also from those of the human wife who 1s an epitome of the
human predicament 1tself. The Merman is incapable of realsmng this pred1ca
ment and hence his charge of cruelty and faithlessness of the woman. The mortal
has deep mnlaud mn the secret cavern of hs Inmost heart an immortal soul which
can fmd peace and dehght only mn drvine love. But he has also a human heart
which beats 1n un1son with those who can reciprocate his affection. If man is a
sp1rtual being mn hs essential nature he 1s also a being of des1res and emotions on
the surface and most of us hve for a good length of time on the surface allowing
the soul to have its penlous slumber. Our hfe and civ1hzation are one long fatal
attempt to smother, stifle and dull the spmt and gratify the desires. So we love
and marry those who can excite us, for sensuous exhilaration or emotional
delectation 1s one of the factors which cement the hfe of a couple. The woman 10
the poem 1s no except10n to this general rule So she has marned and has been
happy mn her hfe of love for the husband and the children. But God m his grace
calls some souls so slumbenng and then comes the spmtual awaken10g. The
Church bell at Easter-a time when mn hus mnfmnrte love the 'Father that 1s 10
heaven' descended 10to this f101te world of mortals, took upon himself the heavy
accumulated load of collective sm, dissolved 1t m the great Passion, prepared the
way for redemption all the time being the son of man and fmally gave proof of his
divinity by hs resurrectiongrves the awakenmng to the woman. The call of God
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1s Imperative and cannot be weighed agamnst any other cons1derat1on. I say
cannot and not should not for when one has become the spmt one can only obey
its v01ce For the still small v01ce of the slumbermg soul becomes the lfres1st1ble
imperative v01ce of thunder when the soul wakes up. The deep seeks the deep
The awakened soul seeks the commumon of samts whch 1s the Church and
forsakes the company of the rest for they cannot give what 1t seeks. On the other
hand 1t wll lose 1tself and face perd1ton which 1s worse than death The woman
m such c!fcumstances will have to renounce even a human husband whose soul 1s
slumbenng. No wonder the woman mn the poem leaves the sea and the Merman
and the children and smngs 1n joy at human and spmtual fellowship. When all 1s
said and done, the Merman 1s only a half-human creature The spmtual call can
not brook delay and she cannot wait for the Merman to get a soul and then get an
awakenmg We have already seen how the Merman has no such awareness at all.
But alas! the woman 1s as much tied to her heart as she 1s now yoked to the spmt.
So she always has an unresolved conflict-the conflict between the call of the
spmt which smgs a song of JOY at bemg with the symbols and environment for its
redemption and the call of the human heart mn her which feels agony and heaves
'a long long sgh for the little mermaden' The pity 1s that the woman 1s nether
qmte happy m her home nor can she be happy back m the sea-home. Her
situation Is the human predicament which springs from the very nature of man
who has a double and d1v1ded consciousness-an mner spmtual and a surface
emot1onal. The awakened man cannot afford to pass the Judgment of cruelty on
her but would feel the essentially pathetic situation mn which she 1s found 1n the
poem. Only the divme love and grace can resolve her conflict and convert her
pathos mnto a paean of joy.

The forsaken children m the company of a father essentially mconsolabie
and perpetually at gnef heighten the pathos very much

We may conclude this expos1t1on by saymg that the elegiac gemus of Arnold
has reached its peak pomt of perfection m that the music of the poem 1s mn tune
with the world of pathos created by the poet

Arnold's amm mn wrtmng the poem 1s just to give a picture of the half-human
pathos of the Merman and the human pathos of the human wife In this world of
pathos 1t will be a sacnlege to hunt for a spec1f1c moral. The poem 1s not mn the
least didactic and this adds to its charm. The mtellectual element in Arnold's
gemus does not mtrude and break the beautiful crystal that the poem 1s.

Arnold's personahty 1s essentially that of a man mn the throes of a conflict.
He has not succeeded m his life mn mntegrating the conflictmg elements and
gettmg the peace that his soul has been longmg for so that 1t 1s not wrong to say
that Arnold has put himself mto the poem. The central soul of Arnold has found
its v01ce m this poem of conflict and pathos You meet the same Arnold m 'The
Scholar-Gipsy' and 'Thyrs1s'

M. V SEETARAMAN



SRI AUROBINDO--THE SUPRAMENTAL TRAVELLER
(BASED ON SRI AUROBINDO'S SONNETS*)

SRI AuROBINoo's collection of sonnets is a garland of pearls, each sonnet-pearl
vying with another m beauty of expression, lofty thoughts and deep mtense
feelings. On the sohd base of his profound mtegral spmtual wisdom and
experience is built the huge edifice of his all-embracing philosophy and yoga.
These sonnets reveal the Guru's inner lfe-story.

This article is a humble attempt to recount Sn Aurobmndo's philosophy,
yoga, expenence and realisation mn the lght of hs own poetic utterances. At the
same time, these sonnets unveil the passage of his umversal Journey commencing
right from the region of the Inconscrent and then moving gradually upwards
towards the triple ascendmg regions of Matter, Life and Mind, finally reaching
the domain of "The Golden Light". Then he brings thus Supramental Conscious
ness into the very earth-substance for the progressive integral transformation of
mankind.

In his sonnet "The Miracle of Birth" (p. 157) the Master packs m a nutshell
his own life-story right from the beginnmg of creation.'

I saw my soul a traveller through Time;
From hfe to life the, cosmuc ways rt trod,

Obscure in the depths and on the heights subhme,
Evolvmg from the worm mto the god.

A spark of the eternal Fire, it came
To build a house in Matter for the Unborn.

The inconscent sunless Night received the flame,
In the brute seed of things dumb and forlorn

Life stirred and Thought outlined a gleaming shape
Till on the stark manimate earth could move,

Born to somnambulist Nature m her sleep,
A thinking creature who can hope and love.

Still by slow steps the miracle goes on,
The Immortal's gradual birth mud mure and stone.

• All quotations m this article are exclusively from Sn Aurobmndo's Collected Poems, SABCL (Sn
Aurobindo Birth Centenary Library), Volume 5

' Keeping thus particular sonnet as the lead story what l propose to do is to include quotations from other
sonnets bearing or echomng the identtcal thought or idea

306
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Sri Aurobindo is not an arm-chair philosopher. He has concretely expe
rienced and lived what he utters. He sees his soul travelhng through the passage
of Time. The soul which 1s the spark of the Divine enters the Inconscient. The
very fact that thus Lght or Consciousness descends mnto the abysm of total
darkness is itself a miracle. Each successive stage of the growth of this
Consciousness to a higher and higher level right from Matter to Life and then to
Mind 1s a greater miracle. The greatest mracle of all, which is a miracle of
miracles, is the b1rth of the Supramental Consc10usness in the very earth
substance.

The whole play of Creat10n 1s a two-way journey: a descendmg Journey or
Involution and an ascending Journey or Evolution. Involution 1s a progressive
degradation from the higher to lower and lower levels of Consciousness.
Evolution, on the other hand, 1s the reverse progress1on of Consciousness from
lower to higher and higher domams. The Supreme, who 1s Infmite and Timeless,
becomes fimte and time-bound. In the process of mvolution He reduces His
mnfmnuty mto a tmny-s1zed "soul', what the Hindu Scnptures describe as "thumb
s1zed bemng" ( ms). The Spurt, the Lght enters the Inconscent.

What 1s this Inconscent? It Is a state of total darkness, a complete absence
of any activity or movement, where there is no sign of any consciousness
whatsoever. Into this "sunless Night" the supreme Traveller entered and
involved Himself,

The mnconscient sunless Nght received the flame.

This concept of the Divine entermg the mnconscent is echoed in other
Sonnets too:

In the mnconscrent dreadful dumb Abyss
Are heard the heart-beats of the lnfmite.

The Insensible mdnght veils His trance of bliss,
A fathomless sealed astomshment of Light.

(The Unseen Infinite-p. 160)
or

Yet 1s the dark Inconscrent whence come all ...
(The Dumb Inconscient-p. 163)

or
The darkness was the Ommpotent's abode,
Hood of omniscience, a blind mask of God

(The Inconscent-p. 145)

The supreme Traveller entered mto this "sunless Night'' and from here He
began His upward Journey from one plane of consciousness to another.

The question arises as to why the Divine who is Omniscient, All-Light
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should stoop into this "inconsc1ent dreadful dumb Abyss". In fact, it 1s for the
dehght of existence, to enjoy Himself in multiplying Hus mnfinuty into the never
ending finite forms and names that He has condescended to involve Himself in
thus 'Insensible mdnght". The supreme Player is

.. touched by an immense dehght to be ...
(Sh1vap 150)

and he 1s the
One who has made in sport the suns and seas ..

(Lila-p. 153)

The Supreme wants to reveal Himself, to evolve Himself from the "dark
Inconscent", from apparent nothing or zero to His glorious infinite bright
splendour. But He does not want to unmask Himself all at once. He wants to
evolve, travel upward gradually. Slowly by progressive steps He wants to unveil
His luminous face. Therefore deliberately He hd behind the "blind mask" of the
"somnambuhst Nature" who takes her own incalculable time to move forward in
a slow serpentine pace. The ent1re evolutionary process, the whole creation 1s

Born to somnambuhst Nature in her sleep ...
(The Miracle of B1rth-p. 157)

Although Nature 1s asleep, that is to say, she 1s 1gnorant and unconscious, she 1s
waking, she is somehow progressing, evolving. Apparently it seems as though
Nature 1s creating, progressing at random, without any systematic planning or
thmkmng:

Some huge somnambuhst Intelhgence
Devising without thought process and plan ...

(The Inconsc1ent-p. 145)

She is, in fact, the evolut10nary or creative Power of the Divine, but she Is
deliberately kept ignorant and left free to grope in darkness. She progresses by
tnals and errors. It 1s the Traveller hidden in the Inconscrent who pressurised,
coaxed Nature mto action and she started toddhng upward in the region of
Matter, whch 1s an mert, inanimate and dark world. The soul whch 1s 'a spark
of the eternal Fire" entered into Matter in order to prepare for the yet
unmamfested Lord:

... 1t came
To bmld a house in Matter for the Unborn

(The Miracle of B1rth-p. 157)
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The matenal thmgs and objects are lifeless, mert; and from this brute Matter,
Nature with the help of the d1vme Traveller reached the region of Life:

In the brute seed of thmgs dumb and forlorn ...
Life st!fred . (bd)

Then from the plane of Life, He travelled further up and reached the domam of
Mmnd mn ts very pr1mutve and crude form, Just a ghmpse of thought:

... and Thought outlmed a gleammg shape. (bd)

The '"5omnambuh5t Nature" after crawlmg through mnfmmte trals and errors,
created man and developed new quaht1es

A thmkmg creature who can hope and love.

Th15 concept of evolution is reflected mn other sonnets too:

(bd)

Out of a seemmng vo1d and dark-wmged sleep
Of dim mconscient mfmity

A Power arose from the msent1ent deep,
A flame-whlfl of magician Energy

(The Inconscient-p. 145)

Out of apparent nothmg, out of the infinite Inconscient which 1s like a huge brd
mn sleep, spreading Its vast dark wmgs all over. a Power arose, and this Force was
hke whlflmg flfe/"flame" created by some magician Energy. And this

... spark from the eternal Energy spilt. ..
(Electron-p. 141)

The whole umver5e, the entire creation 1s revolvmg around the one nucleus, the
Supreme Matter 1s surcharged with Energy It 1s the spark of the supreme
Energy which ha5 spilt on this va5t illimitable umverse creatmg mnumerable
names and forms.

The electron on which forms and worlds are built,
Leaped mto bemg, a particle of God. (bd)

The Infmnrte dwells even mn the mnvis1ble tiny forms, the electrons which are

Time's tmy temples of etermty. (bd)
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The One has become the Many, and in these multiple forms He hides His
oneness. The supreme One in multiplicity of existence 1s slowly, gradually
progressmng, evolving-just lke a huge edifice being constructed upon a solid
base or foundation. Over it the structures are built. First of all it has Matter as 1ts
fJrm base and support. Then over this strong material support Life is built and,
over Lafe, Mmnd is buult. It is man, the thinking creature, on whom depends the
umty of the multifarious d1sparit1es in the form of culture, religion and civlisa
tion of different nations:

Atom and molecule in ther unseen plan
Buttress an edifice of strange onenesses,

Crystal and plant, insect and beast and man,
Man on whom the World-Unity shall seize... (ibd)

Hence we see that the divine Traveller who started His journey from the
Inconscient, travelled gradually upward-all the time hiding behind "the
somnambulist Nature"-towards Matter, which 1s a lifeless dark region. From
Matter He travelled still further up to the plane of Life. Here He created various
forms of life; from plants and trees to insects, b1Tds and ammals. Then from the
region of Life, the great Explorer Journeyed still further and reached the domain
of Mind. Here He had to explore various possibilities and combinations, then
finally after infm1te experiments He devised man, the mental creature, made in
His own image, man with whose consc10us co-operation He could hasten His
onward journey to Hus ultimate destination, the spark, the soul merging with the
eternal Fire. Moreover, He has found man a relatively fit instrument by whose
conscious effort and will the next step in evolution would be possible to realise.
Mind 1s not the last rung of evolution. The eternal Traveller in Time wants to
move still farther and therefore

Still by slow steps the miracle goes on,
The Immortal's gradual birth mid mire and stone.

(The MJracle of Birth-p. 157)

The miracle of evolution 1s still continuing "by slow steps". Now the Immortal
wants to reach a region beyond Mmd and that 1s the plane of Supermmd. He
wants to soar towards the illimitable golden-hued skies.

Human lfe 1s a grace bestowed upon man by the Almighty. Man, the
thmnkmng creature, has been given a golden opportunity to reveal the hidden
Traveller mn the span of a lfetmme instead of keeping Hmm hiding behind the cloak
of "blind Nature" for centuries together. Nature has a hold on man so long as he
wants to remain her prisoner, but once he decides and wills to change himself,
the Traveller in man takes charge of him and leads him to his ultimate goal by
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leaps and bounds, fIOally merging him with the Supreme. Man becomes the
Infinite.

To reach the final destination man must free himself from the "hooks and
gyves" of "somnambulist Nature", and that is possible by establishing contact
with his soul. Thus contact wth the inner Traveller 1s possible by the practice of
yoga, which 1s the process or means to accelerate man's onward journey toward
the Supreme. Yoga 1s a dynamic method by means of which God mn man frees
hum from the shackles of his present dark and ignorant lower nature, that 1s hs
physico-v1tal-mental being, and leads him towards the ultimate Truth.

At present man is ego-bound and his mental-vital-physical consciousness is
preoccupied with all sorts of low thoughts, feelings and actions. By means of
yoga he must free himself from the clutches of ego and rise mnto hugher and
higher levels of consc10usness Progressively he has to nse, travel from one plane
of one consc10usness to another; from the Individual Divine Consciousness to
the Cosmic Divine Consciousness and then to the Transcendental Divine
Consciousness.

The Individual-Universal-Transcendental Consciousness

Man is a bundle of ego. His is a separative IOdiv1dual consciousness. He thinks in
terms of I and me, mine and his, and 1s unable to come out of this selfish ego
bound pnson. Ego is so IOterwoven in each and every part of man's conscious
ness that 1t is Impossible to tear free from its "Ignoble spell'' without the divine
intervention:

Each movement of our life our ego fills;
lnwoven IO each thread of being's weft,

When most we vaunt our selflessness, it steals
A sordid part; no corner void is left.

(The Little Ego-p. 157)

Ego has infiltrated everywhere, it has captured all the nooks and corners of
man's physico-vital-mental nature. This egoistic separative IOdividual conscious
ness brings falsehood, ignorance, suffering and death IO its trail. They are "the
iron dreadful Four":

Masters of falsehood, Kings of ignorance,
High sovereign Lords of suffering and death.

(The Iron Dictators-p. 166)

These four "Iron Dictators" are
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Cold propagandists of a mllhon hes,
Dictators of a world of agony. (bd)

Truly speakmg, the Divine has created on purpose these negative, chaotic and
destructive forces as a means or a strategy to awaken in man the need to free
himself from these foursome hostile powers. The Traveller-Poet asks a mock
quest1on:

... was it Thou who bor'st the fourfold mask?

Then He Himself reveals the answer:

Envelopmg Thy timeless heart in Time,
Thou hast bound the spmt to its cosmic task,

To fmd Thee veiled m this tremendous mime.

(bd)

(bd)

Behind this "fourfold mask", "this tremendous mime", the Divme is hiding. To
free himself from these dire dictators who exert their destructive influence due to
the presence of ego, man must first contact his soul, the individual Divine within
him, the seat of Light, Dehght and Love, and then become one with it. This can
be done by a total surrender to the Supreme:

One way hes free, our heart and soul to give,
Our body and mind to Thee and every cell,

And steeped mn Thy world-infmty to hve
Then lost m hght, shall fade the ignoble spell.

(The Little Ego-p. 157)

A complete surrender of all our bemg-physical, vital, mental, heart and
soul-is a must for overcommg the mner enemy, ego, and destroying 1t:

I have given my mind to be dug Thy channel mmd,
I have offered up my will to be Thy will:

Let nothmg of myself be left behmd
In our umon mystic and unutterable.

(Surrender-p. 153)

The human traveller tells the DIvmne that he asp1res for integral surrender:

Let nothmg of myself be left behmd .. (bid)

A smcere and burnmg aspiratlon helps man to fight the battle with the hostile
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egoistic forces wthmn hmm. Though the progress s slow, by constant and
persistent asp1ration and surrender to the Supreme, man 1s sure to reach the final
destrnation:

Aspmng to godhead from msens1ble clay
He travels slow-footed towards the eternal day.

(Man the Thrnking Animal-p. 134)
The DIvmne is everywhere He is in man, around him, m each and every form and
object:

He 1s 1n me, around me, facmg everywhere.
Self-walled rn ego to exclude His nght. .

(Omnipresence-p 162)

What 1s preventing man from contacting the Omnipresent 1s hs egoist1c nature,
which 1s m the hands of "somnambulist Nature"·

This struttmg "I" of human self and pnde
Is a puppet built by Nature for her use ..

("I"-p. 161)

By constant aspiration for and total surrender to the Infimte a contact 1s
established with the soul, and then the Ommpresent m man takes charge of his
inner progress towards his ultimate goal-to merge with Him. Man attams the
Indvdual D1vine Consciousness or the Psychic Transformation.

In the Sonnet "The Body" (p. 159) Sri Aurobmdo compares man with a
"purse" and the soul with a "passport":

. . . for m the folds is hid
His secret passport to eternity .

Man must find this "passport" if he rntends to travel further towards the vast
mner worlds and soar towards the limitless mner skies. As man travels farther
and farther in the infmmte worlds within him, he begins to see more and more
beautiful landscape and scenery. This terrestnal green earth 1s indeed beautiful,
but far more beautiful are the inner worlds; there is

A deeper greenness than this laughing assault
Of emerald rapture pearled with tears of dew

(The Inner Fields-p. 169)

We are participating mn the festival of green beauty-fields, trees with their lush
foliage, the blades of grass, etc. The whole earth 1s happy / "laughing" and there
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is an attack of bnght green ecstasy, a "laughmg assault of emerald rapture". The
phrase "pearled with tears of dew" graphically describes'the beauty of the early
mornmg when the tender rays of the nsing sun reflect upon the dew-drops and
they shme like beautiful ray-kissed rambow-hued tears. The entire green earth is
shedding tears of joy. When the dew-drops settle round a leaf or a blade of green
grass they look like a chamn of pearls.

This green earth is rich ("emerald", "pearl') with beauty ("fields") and joy
("laughmg", "rapture") but greener and more beautiful are the mner fields
There is ncher, deeper, more beautiful greenness in them, an assault of divine
ecstasy all around:

Through ghmmenng veils of wonder and delight
World after world bursts on the awakened sight.

(The Other Earth-p. 133)

Wonder s a gft from God. It opens the eye for inner vision and widens the heart
for deeper feelmgs and as a result man passes through a greater transforming
expenence. The mner sight reveals the extraordmary in the ordinary, the
common becomes the uncommon. Wonder is

Fresh childhood in the obscured human heart.
(To the Cuckoo-p. 123)

A child sees the world with wonder. For him all events, all experiences are new,
extraordinary, uncommon. There is a freshness and beauty which unfortunately
gets buned as he grows up to become a man. "Child" is the symbol of soul, and
as man loses contact with hus soul he loses this precious gft of wonder. Man must
regam his "fresh childhood". Then each new remarkable event and experience
would stu m him a deep joy of discovery and revelation, and encourage him to
explore and discover the other new worlds. As the inner eyes open, the human
Traveller sees God's beauty everywhere:

Sight's endless artistry is Thou alone.
(Because Thou art ...-p. 165)

The Divine Is All-Beauty,

And all grows beautiful because Thou art.
(The Divine Hearing-p. 164)

A thing of beauty stimulates the feeling of joy, ecstasy:

Thy joy 1s there in every leaf and stone:
(Because Thou art. ..-p. 165)
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The Divine Is AII-Bhiss. It 1s for the delight of existence that He created the
infinite forms and names, and

Each sight is now immortal with Thy bhss.
(Divine Sight-p. 165)

The "divine sight" reveals the whole universe as the manifestation of the
Supreme to the senses:

A veil 1s rent and they no more can miss
The miracle of Thy world-epiphany ... (ibid)

"Because Thou art All-beauty and All-bliss," (Because Thou art ...-p. 165)
everywhere and in everything the Traveller sees beauty and his heart overflows
with delight. His consc10usness gradually grows, widens and finally merges with
the Umversal Divine Consciousness or he attains Spintual Transformat10n:

I have wrapped the wide world in my wider self
(Cosmuc Consciousness-p. 144)

or
I contain the wide world in my soul's embrace...

(The Indwelling Unversal-p. 142)
or

The burning galaxies are in me outlined;
The umverse 1s my stupendous whole.

(The Cosmic Spirit-p. 161)

The Traveller "wraps", "embraces" the entire universe as the Divme:

His haur was mingled wth the sun and breeze,
The world was in His heart and He was I ...

(The Godhead-p. 148)
or

In me Arcturus and Belphegor burn.
To whatsoever living form I turn

I see my own body with another face.

All eyes that look on me are my sole eyes;
The one heart that beats within all breasts is mine.

(The Indwelling Universal-p. 142)

The Traveller has become the entire umverse and all that exists in it-the
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burnmg stars and galaxies and beasts and man-all the living creatures. He
expenences all the feelings and emotions of love and hatred. Joy and pain and
anger that ex1st upon earth:

All pass10ns poured through my world-self theu waves ...
(Life-Unity-p. 146)

and

He has

and

and

I housed w1thm my heart the hfe of thmgs,
All hearts athrob mn the world I felt as mine ...

. . felt the anger mn another's breast..

One love I shared mn a million bosoms expressed.
I am the beast man slays, the beast he saves.

I shared the JOY that in creation smgs
And drank its sorrow like a poignant wme .

(ibd)

(bd)

(bd)

(ibd)

This umversal JOY and sorrow expenenced by the Traveller 1s echoed in a
number of sonnets:

or

or

The world's happmess flows through me hke wme,
Its m1lhon sorrows are my agomes.

(The Indwelling Umversal-p. 142)

The world's JOY thnlhng runs through me, I bear
The sorrow of millions m my lonely breast.

(Cosmic Consc10usness-p 144)

My hfe 1s the hfe of village and contment,
I am earth's agony and her throbs of bhss;

I share all creatures' sorrow and content
And feel the passage of every stab and kiss

(The Cosmic Spmt-p. 161)

The Cosmc Traveller 1dent1fies Himself totally with the world's pass1ons
and emotions of JOY and pam and suffenng, of love and hatred and anger. This
wde Universal D1vine Consciousness 1s a route or passage through which He has
to journey mn order to soar still higher mto the plane of Transcendental
Consciousness Though
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and

I have learned a close 1dentty with all...
(Cosmic Consciousness-p. 144)

Yet all its acts are only waves that pass
Upon my surface .

(The lndwelhng Universal-p. 142)

I rose by them towards a supernal plane ...
(LIfe-Unity-p. 146)

There 1s a plane of consciousness which transcends thus vast universal conscious
ness:

Wider behind than the vast umverse ..
(The Kingdom Within-p 140)

The Traveller reaches this "wider", transcendental consc10usness:

Carrymg in me the umverse's call
I mount to my mmpenshable home

(Cosmic Consciousness-p 144)

All the myriad surface activities of the umverse are merely endless waves on the
mfmite ocean of consciousness and m its depth all 1s qmet, still for ever

Yet all its acts are only waves that pass
Upon my surface; inly for ever still,
Unborn I sit, timeless, mtang1ble ...

(The Indwelhng Umversal-p. 142)
He passes

.. beyond Time and hfe on measureless wings..
(Cosmc Consciousness-p. 144)

and the Traveller reaches His "1mpenshable home"-the Supreme, and

I shall be merged m the Lonely and Umque
And wake mto a sudden blaze of God ...

(The Infm1te Adventure-p. 147)

He merges with the eternal One who 1s Infimte, beyond time and space Then all
the mult1fanous acts of the umversal "drama and the stir" recede into the
background and the Traveller expenences
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A peace, a light, an ecstasy, a power. ..
(The Kingdom Withm-p. 140)

and He becomes the Supreme Himself m His Transcendental plane

Of power and love and deathless ecstasies.
(Life-Umty-p. 146)

Sri Aurobindo's Yoga does not stop here. It is not just a one-way Journey
from the individual egoistic plane of consciousness to the Individual Divine
Consciousness, then travelling higher into the plane of the Umversal Divine
Consciousness, and fmally ending the Journey by reaching the highest domain of
the Transcendental Divme Consciousness, and then remainmg there lost in
perpetual peace, hght, love, power and ecstasy. His Integral Yoga demands a
return journey to the lower domams of consciousness m order to effect a total
transformation of man's imperfect and yet unenlightened nature-that is his
physico-vital-mental being-in the light of that highest Transcendental Con
sciousness. The darkness and suffering and death must be replaced by the divine
Light and Delight and Immortality.

This total change or transformation of man is possible by what the Master
terms the Supramental Truth-Consciousness, which is an all-comprehensive and
all-transformmg Power of the Supreme. He does not mention the word "Super
mind" anywhere in his sonnets but he has used the word "sun" and the phrase
"The Golden Light" which substitutes 'Supermmd".

In the sonnet "The Golden Light" (p. 146) Sn Aurobindo describes the
descent of the Golden Lght in all the parts or centres of hus being (mind, throat,
heart and feet) umting him mtegrally with the Supreme, with the Supermind's
all-transformmg Power, bringing a radical and total change m all the parts of his
lower nature. I am tempted to quote the whole sonnet:

Thy golden Light came down into my bram
And the grey rooms of mmd sun-touched became

A bright reply to Wisdom's occult plane,
A calm illumination and a flame.

Thy golden Light came down mto my throat,
And all my speech is now a tune drvmne,

A paean-song of Thee my smgle note;
My words are drunk with the Immortal's wine.

Thy golden Light came down into my heart
Smuting my lfe wth Thy eternity;
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Now has it grown a temple where Thou art
And all its passions pomt towards only Thee.

Thy golden Light came down mto my feet;
My earth 1s now Thy playfeld and Thy seat.

The Poet of the Future conveys to the Supreme that his mmd which was
hitherto ignorant and dark 1s illummed and bnghtened as soon as the golden
Laght descended into hus bramn. In the mind there are rooms. "Mind'' 1s Ignorant,
so its rooms too are grey and dull. As the supramental Light enters the bramn, the
dark gloomy rooms of mmd flll with the all-encompassmg hght of the sun, and
the mmd 1s able to fathom the hidden secret regions of supreme Truth, Wisdom;
Wisdom 1s supreme Knowledge and experience. As the mind gets 1llummned rt
begms to understand the mystical, esoteric secrets of the supreme Truth. Mmd
becomes a steady and tranquil fire and its flame nses straight towards the Lord.
Generally, mind is not only ignorant, it is also restless, unsteady. By the
influence of the Supermmd, its flame nses steadily, unflickermgly, one-pointedly
towards the Supreme.

By the descent of the Supermmd the grey substance of the bram changes
mto a pure bright golden substance. The words "bnght", "sun", "hght",
"Illumination', "flame", "golden", all Indicate the radical transformation of
mind.

By the mfluence of the golden Light entermg the Traveller's throat, his
speech and words are so drunk with the Divine's wine that they utter nothmg
other than the drvmne Love, Truth, Peace, Power and Ecstasy. All his speech has
only one single subject or pomnt to discuss and that is the Supreme:

And all my speech 1s now a tune divine.

His single note 1s a song of thanksgiving in praise of the supreme Lover. Then the
golden Light enters the Poet's heart and his entITe life is seized, captured by the
Eternal's force. Hus heart becomes a temple where the Lord can abde and all 1ts
desires, "passions" are directed solely towards Him. When the supramental
Consciousness descends into the lowest extremity of the body,

My earth 1s now thy playfield and thy seat.

"Feet" represent the Inconsc1ent. The supramental Light enters mto the Poet's
feet and the Supreme transforms the mconsc1ent body and makes 1t His "seat" of
light and consciousness. He also makes the body His "playfield" where the
supreme Player can play according to His own rules of the Game.

As the direct result of the descent of the supramental consciousness mn every
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part of hus bemg, the Supramental Traveller becomes a totally transformed
Bemg:

I have drunk the Infm1te hke a giant's wme.
(Transformation-p. 133)

He 1s soaked, saturated mn the Infmite's wme of Love, Truth, Beauty, Light,
Power and Dehght. He has a huge amount, a giant's dose of this all-transformmg
wme which flows m every cell and nerve of His bemg. He has become totally
Intoxicated, Integrally possessed by the Supreme. Even Hrs senses participate mn
thus Gnostic Transformation:

My senses change mto gold gates of bhss ...
(The Inner Sovere1gn-p. 155)

The sense-organs transform mto supramental "gates" through which the drvmne
Delight floods His senses, and

An ecstasy thnlls through touch and sound and sight .. (bd)

His skm feels the Supreme's lovmg touch and the Traveller 1s thrlled with the
Immortal's bhss.

I feel Thy touch; Thy bhss 1mpenshable
Is crowded mto that moment of dehght.

(D1vme Sense-p. 166)

Hus ears are tuned to the supreme Mus1can's voice mn all 1ts myrad sounds and
vo1ces:

All sounds, all v01ces have become Thy v01ce .
(The D1vme Heanng-p 164)

And m each v01ce I hear Thy magic tune ..
(Because Thou art. -p 165)

All the external sounds and v01ces, even the harsh and naggmg n01ses,

The machme's reluctant drone, the sren's blare .
Blowmg upon the wmdy horn of Space .

(The D1vme Heanng-p. 164)
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are mn tune with the mner harmonious melody. The Traveller begms to see God
in each and every object and thmg, and He expenences the delight of d1scovermg
the Infmite ab1dmg m infimte finite forms:

Into an ecstasy of vs1on caught
Each natural object 1s of Thee a part. ..

(Drvmne Sight-p 165)

He hears nothing but the divme Melodies and sees nothmg but the d1vme
Beauty:

Hearing and sight are now an ecstasy.
(Divme Sense-p 166)

Hrs organ of smell also receives only divine Fragrance:

And all the fragrances of earth disclose
A sweetness matchmg in intensity

Odour of the cnmson marvel of the rose. (ibd)

All the perfumes of earth change into the sweet odours of love, beauty and
ecstasy. The Traveller's organ of taste too undergoes a radical change:

Surely I take no more an earthly food
But eat the frmts and plants of Paradise! (bd)

He relishes the sweetness and delight of the divme Rasa ex1stmg all around Him.
The supramental Traveller is everywhere that endless golden Light of the

Supreme:

I am a centre of Thy golden hght
And I its vast and vague circumference.

(Bliss of Identlty-p 142)

He has integrally identified Himself with the infimte supramental Glory. The
circumference 1s "vast", limitless and measureless. It is "vague", because that
whch 1s mnfmnrte cannot have a definite and clear-cut line or form. And He has
become

A thunderblast of His golden ecstasy's might .
(The Bliss of Brahman-p 158)
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His contact or umon with the All-bliss has generated a powerful supramental
delight m Him and as a result He has become a loud announcer ("thunderblast'')
of God's dynamic golden ecstasy He 1s the harbmger as well as the Avatar of the
commg age-the Supramental Age

Sn Aurobmdo's Integral Yoga aims not only at the total transformation of
the mndrvdual but also at an integral earth-transformation. Hus Yoga 1s not a
world-renouncmg but earth-acceptmg Yoga. Earth too is a hab1tat1on of the
Ommpresent, and the Master requests:

0 worshipper of the formless Infmite,
Reject not form, what lives m form is He.

(Form-p. 167)
And Form 1s

A cavern of the deathless Eremite. (bd)

Form 1s a cave mn which the immortal Hermut dwells. The Infinite has made the
fm1te form a cave for His Yoga of earth-transformation Generally, seekers of
God neglect earth-life and escape to a forest or hide somewhere in a mountam
cave Sr Aurobmndo's Yoga embraces all the multifanous activities of terrestrial
life No work, no actIVIty 1s low or high m the eye of the Lord. As man
progressively travels to higher and hgher states of consciousness, simultaneously
he must mvolve all the act1v1ties and actions of the world and strive to perfect
them m the light and power of the consc10usness attamed on his upward Journey
towards the All-Perfect All hs mental, vital and physical pursuuts and actrvt1es
must reflect that higher Consciousness, Truth, Delight and Perfection.

In the sonnet "The Pilgrim of the Night" (p. 144) Sn Aurobmndo reveals HIs
m1ss1on as the Avatar of the New Age. He has descended mto the very abysm of
Inconsc1ence m order to uplift the whole of humamty, the entire earth towards
the supreme "Frend":

I made an ass1gnat1on with the Nrght,
In the abyss was fixed our rendezvous:

The supramental Traveller has come with a defmnrte muss1on and that 1s to change
or transform the very earth-substance which 1s at present dark He has embarked
upon a totally unknown path no one ever dared to step upon A torch-ht Mmd
sees Truth m parts or portions. It 1s an 1competent guude to lead man through
this path. Only an all-embracmg, all-enlightenmg golden Light has the mherent
dynamic Power to gmde effectively towards the next stage m evolution and that
1s the Supermmd.

Abandonmg the Supreme's Light, Delight and Immortality He has entered
mto the darkness, suffermg and death m order to hew out.
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A pathway towards Immortahty.
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(bd)

The pathway 1s long, arduous and dangerous but He 1s sure that a day will come
when the blind Nature herself-the Supreme's executive Power-will aspire to
become one with Her own counterpart:

. her face
She hfts to Hmm who Is Herself, until
The Spmt leaps into the Spirit's embrace.

(Shva-p. 150)

And then all humanity or the entire earth wll travel rapidly towards hgher and
wIder ranges or domamns of consciousness. It wll follow its journey from Truth to
higher Truth, from Light to bnghter Lght, from Love to deeper Love, from
Dehght to greater Dehght, from Power to more dynamic Power.
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Enlightenment

EVERYTHING was different now, every cell 1n my body was filled with the
knowledge of the event As if part of me belonged to that other hfe-and this
one here, with 1ts everyday existence, lved mn accordance with it. Yet neither
could be perfectly effective without the other. How to jomn them together? Such
was the quest10n m my mmd.

Thus 1s the task then, thus 1s what has to be achieved. I understood my task
with clanty. Two halves of one bemg, each quute oblrvous of the other. Is this
then the source of our difficulties? How to establish a bilateral existence? Here
must be the key to our future hfe. Nothmg less would alter 1t. I would have to ask
Chnstahs about this when he comes.

"Yes, Haho, this 1s the issue. You have found the key, but not yet the
knowledge of how to turn 1t m the lock That mdeed is the task."

He did not come thus time, but gave me hus attention from wthin, through
ou1 two-way radio, as I had come to call 1t.

"Contemplate, contemplate," was hs advice, 'much was grven you to
assimilate Let 1t take hold of your consc10usness Do not ask quest10ns as yet,
we shall attend to them later." His vmce came a httle stronger: "Higher
knowledge cannot be dealt with by the mmd. It addresses itself to perception at
best, commg to 1t from the Higher Mmd. Lmk the two together very gradually,
gve rt the requred tmme rt needs I wll not come for some tme, for I wish to let
you absorb thmgs-until I know that this 1s done I'll wait.

"Remam qmet as much as possible, Chnstopher will not disturb you, he 1s
also entering into his own sphere of mner expansion and the children will be the
first to register the change in you andwll draw tranquillity from 1t. They wll give
you no trouble erther"and he added--"You have my love and so does the boy,
we are connected at all times, remember that."

It was durmg this penod I expenenced that w1thm myself not one but
several levels of consciousness had their fields of play. When I was tranqml,
concentrated, I could be active m all those spheres simultaneously and remam
observant of them--concerted at least mn the already conscious fields m myself.

My body performed its tasks unhmdered, m fact with better energy. My
emotions were at peace. harmomous, beneficial to my children. As Chnstahs

324
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had mndrcated, they also responded mn a concerted manner mn their activates.
Above all, my mmd-that customary rattle-box and disturber-attended with
extraordmary aptitude to matters before 1t.

Thus Indeed was a remarkable discovery In this state of harmonious
collaborat10n, other faculties of my mner awareness were able to contemplate
matters above themselves and to receive flashes of knowledge commg to them
This was enlightenment I

True, when evenmg fell upon most of my daytime activities, I was able to
make a more conscious effort to go mto myself. I found now that this state of
contemplat10n was not all that different from what I had expenenced dunng the
day while domg my physical chores Here was a valuable discovery, because I
understood how much depended on the quietude and harmony within myself If
only one could make it a lastmg state of affa1rs! Not an easy task, I thought.

But meditat10n was another thmg And this was my next discovery, because
when I succeeded mn gomng sutfcrently deep into it, those other consciousnesses
were automatically stilled and allowed my unhmdered flight, or should I say
journey, toward hgher consciousnesses, seekmg access to them.

"This is what I was wartmng for"" came Chrstalus's vorce triumphantly
Here was my beloved fnend before me I greeted him with even, unruffled

joy, not with expressions of tumultuous delight, as had been my custom before.
He looked deep mnto my eyes, makmng of them mirrors of hs scrutiny Satisfied,
gladdened it seemed, he reached for my hand and embraced me as I came to
meet him He touched my body to which he always referred as the temple of
Hal10. Obediently, it lay down to sleep.

"You have opened another gate on your Journey, as you nghtly call it,
Hal1o. Now I have come to help to keep that gate open There are many of them,
you know. Later you will gam entry mto other spheres where each of them exists
mn 1ts own marvellous reality with wondrous 1llummations to give you.. The day
will come when we wll bring them down to earth

"Come then, we have covered a good bit of our Journey, let us mdulge m
the scenery before we move on "

Once agam we sat under the tree that had come to be my great frend, under
whose canopy I had received so much wisdom. I called 1t my teachmg tree

"This 1s a hallowed place for me, Christals, thank you for choosmg 1t. But
you know, 1t comes to my mmd sometimes that I did not see your own livmg
quarters when we visited your dear parents Yet I would love to engrave its
memory mn my heart's special place. Would you agam mvite me there .. one day
maybe? Is thus a sully thung to ask?"

"Now, that 1s my childish Halo agam Curous, or plam sully I shall take
you there, when the time 1s nght for it I do not hve where you visited, but where
I have my work to do "

I probed no further, there were so many other thmgs I hoped to hear from
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hum. Each of those lvmng Planes and the Timepiece that marks God's time were
burning wathmn my memory m flaming images.

"Chnstahs," I burst out at last, "do all the high-souled ones, such as
yourself, have access to those records of the world's history ... and to that other .
the Golden Globe, where.. " I was hesitant to put 1t mto words, so over
whelmmg was the memory of 1t But at last haltmgly ... I pronounced it. . "where
the God-Plan 1s held?That 1s such an awesome knowledge! To thmk of the
T1mep1ece tickmg away for events to happen. Is everythmg predestmed then?" I
managed to ask.

Not mn the sense that you gve 1t,'' he responded, "since men have the
choice to act out their actions mn God-given freedom, but within an allotted time,
which we call epochs, or cycles When that time comes to a termination, then
yes, the God-Plan comes mto effect

"As for the access to the Records, they are accessible only for reasons of
learning and for no other. The Drvmne Mother bestowed that perm1ss1on upon
you for the same reason. "-He paused here before contmumg .... "Yourself
having been recerved by Her, Halo, was the greatest g1ft any soul can recerve. I
thmk you understand that, don't you?"

I shut my eyes before replymg, "I have no words for that bhss! Truly, I
witnessed the glory of heaven! If there 1s a mirror to reflect my heart's
feehng-then look for 1t there, for She has made me part of Herself and Herself
part of me. If these words are sacrilegious, then blame my soul for it, but I speak
the truth."

"Come nearer to me, let me look mto your eyes. They show me the
flowermg of your mner bud. What you have Just uttered 1s the living truth, the
experience of a high reality. Indeed, you fmd Her hvmg in the centre of your
own heart. .. Turn mward to that presence for whatever gmdance you need at all
tumes. I am the happ1est for thus gft grven you, more than I can express Look at
me still, I can see the flaming letters of each phase of the sacred Plan mirrored
there. Tell me, do they worry you?"

I had to pause to look mto myself before I answered this question. Havmg
posed it, I found to my amazement that 1t caused me no pain.

"No, 1t does not worry me, Christahs, at least 1t doesn't where we are now
What I rather feel 1s an immense awe, a hum1hty nsmg from me toward the
Higher Will. My only wsh is to serve 1t for all tmme to come.. and to become a frt
server to that Will." I had to stop and rest my mmd awhile, even the memory of
1t overwhelmed me so.

"The thought that I was permitted to enter such a place, to come face to face
wth God's design, has emptied me of any weakness of anxiety, Chrstalus. Even
of the feelmg of hopelessness I may have had from time to time m the midst of
heavy odds Nothmg else matters now, but to bow to that Will, to become a
conscious part of t, to be permitted to work for rt. . and to awart the time when
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Hrs great Light wll shne upon our world How I pray for that, day and nght!''
I was silent now, and Chnstahs offered no comment. He seemed to have

waited to observe what further effects that expenence had on me. Was he
wautmng for any question of mme?-I wondered-so I opened the dialogue after
all.

"If you would permit me, I should hke to seek 1llummnaton of the meaning
of the Mirrored Lightand actually I am a little hazy about the Unvelmng Time
as well. However, 1f you don't wash to speak of 1t, I will be just as content I am
that already."

More silence My revered teacher-fnend had sought permission to fulfil my
request. I stirred no further and calmly awaited the result. It came after some
time to reward my patience.

"Let us then give this day to further learnmg. We shall come to cover your
question step by step, and when more comprehension for 1t is needed, I shall
spare no effort to bnng 1t to your understandmg.

"Listen carefully, Haho. Your progress of learnmg warrants your request
for further knowledge. You understand now that every cycle mn men's develop
ment 1s given a penod of time W1thm the span of that penod, the play of the
forces of Lght and Darkness 1s worked out All these great cycles are drvded
mnto sectionslesser cycles, that 1s. Certamn directives for their progress1ons
come to men through their more awakened souls Yet, when the tendency
toward the rule of darkness and delusion has the upper hand, hmdenng
progress10n, greater souls are sent forth to correct 1t. They are the forerunners of
humamty, its teachers and its redeemers. In truth, they are Heavenly Bemgs,
who take embodiment for that very purpose.

"The teachmgs and the new directives they bnng to men will be lght enough
to illumine the period into which they come. But their first task 1s to remove
from the scene the forces that are agamst the Light, those that covered the mmds
of the people and the nations, by which act they plunged them mto dark
nessobstructing their visons toward the right direction.

"These great liberators appear from time to time, as I said, whenever their
mtervent1on becomes necessary. Their task 1s immense, dangerous and difficult,
because men seldom recogmse who they are, seemg them as bodies similar to
theirs. Yet ther work 1s done!... Old thmngs are swept as1de, giving way to new
ones .... This was the pattern up till now. Are you takmg that m, Hal10?"

I gave a silent gesture of affirmation, not w1shmg to mterrupt the flow of his
words.

"When, however, the end of a great perod 1s at hand, the Clock signals the
onset of the Supreme Light's Descent. At this stage a great vanety of thmgs
begin to happen. Not at once, as you might thmk. Were that to happen, this
world would be entirely dissolved m its Light. There would be no more world to
develop. But the mmored image of Light, mn suitably reduced 1tensity, begins
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to be observable mn every field of existence.
"Enlightened people register 1t m a positive way. There are new discover1es,

benevolent actons mn all soc1al and scientific fields, and there 1s a burst of artist1c
flowering as well Those people have recerved the touch of the LIght

"But thus 1s not all, because under thus descending Light, men are suddenly
obhged to observe themselves as well as those around them with greater
clarty-as if lookmg mnto a mirror which now shows the 1mage in a hght not
observed before. And thus 1s quite a frghtenmng state of affairs for those who
would rather go on hiding under the old conditions of somnolence to which they
were accustomed. So they resist the 1llum10at10g force as long as they can

"But the Clock moves on-and the Unve1hng Hour strikes The shrouds of
untruth and delusion are removed, rent off m one clean sweep, reveahng th10gs
and actors of the epoch, showmng them without a cover, as they really are

"Under this tremendous pressure of the hght of Truth, there is no more a
chance to reman somnambulant. However strong the resistance and the wish to
get away from ths persistent pursuer, there is nowhere to hide from rt any longer.

"At this stage, another major movement 1s Introduced into the field of
action. ACCELERATION! Time and Action are accelerated with 10creasing
rap1d1ty. Events follow events so suddenly, so fast and unexpectedly that there 1s
hardly any time left to vacillate. Time has run out' God's Wll 1s on the move. It
takes the lead.

The first react1on of men 1s fear. Not surprisingly, since thus force is
immensely rapid 10 its devastat10g stnde, as you have already expenenced.
Truly, 1t 1s a Time of very great Trials . Yet 1t sweeps the field clear of the
debns of past wrongs and prepares 1t for the ensuing stage.

"Error, falsity, have to be turned back to Truthfulness, you see, lead10g to
nght action-ignorance and decept10n toward true knowledge and its right
ut1hty Order and Balance have to be reinstated'"

He paused, lookmg at me to observe 1f I had shown signs of sorrow 1n
remembenng what had taken place 10 my world-but I remamed tranqml,
evenly poised-so he went on, assured that he could.

"Is it not wonderful to look to a bnghter future?", he said Joyously. "The
battle 1s over, the heroes are never truly gone. They are with us mn the recreatmg
movement, gathenng hght and knowledge for the1r well-timed return.

"The Lord of Supreme Light knows the drrecton of the everchangmg
earthly play. Before His all-see10g eyes, ages roll past.... He watches the
cmnerama calmly, unperturbed--observmgly. He knows that the best part of His
play 1s yet to come. The finest hour for humamty rests happily m His M10d. And
He smiles. He always smiles, because He 1s all bhss, all love, and all truth.

"Dear Halio, the time wll come when the mirror onto whch the Light of
Truth has fallen will no longer show the dwarfed images of what was wrong, but
will reflect the image of the Maker m man hmmself-Hus handwork m all He
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looks upon. Man can at last pass through the m1rrored image and move toward
the True Light, where his separation ends. That time comes nearer with every
tick of the Clock set by His Will."

He stopped now. Great inner bhss fell upon both of us as we sat beneath
that tree which witnessed this great revelation. Its leaves took on a glow as they
whispered, "O! Lord of the Light", rustling above us.

It was I who broke the silence to gve vent to my feelings.
"Chnstahs, you blessed, blessed friend! How am I to thank you for all this

knowledge? How may I prove to you my gratitude? You show me the future that
is a glory.. the future that will erase the pams of the past and bnng happmess at
last to us all. What I owe to you is beyond measure. May I become worthy of 1t!

"I have seen the smilmg face of the Great Mother of Love ... but all at once a
veil seemed to have hidden it, yet I saw not the veil. What a mystery! And the
last of the God-Design heralds Her veil bemg removed ... What does this really
mean? I feel in my heart that this will bnng very great changes and happiness to
our lives. But why 1s Her face hidden, Chnstahs? Why?"

He took a deep breath before answermg.
'What a profound question thus 1s! I can only answer 1t mn bref at thus stage.

To say that the Lord 1s the creator of the whole umverse 1s the truth. But His
action could not manifest without the other half of Himself, the mamfestmg
force whuch 1s given to the Divine Mother She has chosen to act and to carry out
Her work and His Will without revealmg Herself as yet. But, in truth, She s the
manifesting power m the umverse

"The God-Time beckons, as you have observed, when She will show Her
own reahty, when She will come to the fore and bnng closer to earth the Higher
Light, because She embodies 1t... The Golden Age will begin."

These words stunned me! "Is there more to learn? Oh, happy me, fortunate
me! Will this knowledge lve mn every heart? To know that wonderful thmgs will
come to pass, to know that we will be given a new hfe-an enlightened life!

"Will you, 0 Great Ones, smg of it to men's souls whilst they dream and
labour away their days? Won't you make the1r dreams happy? Give them a
glimpse of your felicity, share with them a httle of what you know of tomorrow's
glory.

"Happiness, even if mn dreams, can light up our days. We are not used to
plenty, even a crumb of 1t is much, even a touch of delight 1s enough ... if you
would only give it .. a small advance, won't you please??'

"Pray on. pray on, dear one, 1t wll bring heaven's gift closer. What you ask
1s good."

I looked to him and he read my knowledge of the heavy ordeals we had
endured, the pamful ticks of the Clock that had passed. One by one, those letters
of the Des1gns passed before my eyes. They were my history and I laud them
before the Mother's feet to bless the1r memory-to enfold mto Her lovmg arms
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those children of Hers who had laid down theu hves to fulfil the Designs of the
Will

Rows upon rows of people, young and old, good and bad . animals and
green thmgs came mn endless lines, passmg before Her. ... Her arms were opened
wide Her bps were smilmg as She received them, healing theu wounds, making
them whole agam and they too smiled back as they went past. . not remember
mg . forgettmg all, they only saw Her smile, which was Life, which was Love

(To be contznued)

THE SERVICE TREE

0 THOU lush-green swmgmg canopy,
Spread over the SAMADHI of our Master and The Mother,
With all thy pulsating branches, twiggy stucks,
Ghstenmg leaves and med1tatmg flowers;
How dost thou feel the lovely parrots
That hde themselves mn thy cosy bosom,
And crane thear necks and exquusute beaks,
Lookmg downwards, and regard wistfully
The stream of devotees offenng mynads of flowers?

What enthralling sensations overwhelm thee
When sqmrrels dance over thy outstretched body?
Do the dark crows perchmg on thee utter 'KA', 'KA',
To mvolve the 'K'ind blessmgs of Sri 'A'urobmdo?
When mght-buds flutter the1r wmgs playfully
And preen ther feathers, Silence opens Its eyes to smile
Over the surcharged ambience of deep austenty.

The golden 'Service' flowers adornmg thee
Always yearn to fall on the glorious shnne,
Slowly and steadily, wth feather-weight touch;
The sacred blossoms asp1re for ever to kIss
The ram-washed and sun-glossed drvmne mmprmnts
Of the twin Avatars, lymg m perfect repose,
Prepanng silently for the Grand Resurrection

SURESH DE



GHOST HOUR

WHo goes there at thus hour of nght
With steps that speak but of silence?
This hour, when not a fhcker of hght
Is shed from a wmdow, betraymg
A wakeful soul. The moon shines pale.
The starry twmkles lie scattered
Around the wamng moon, hke gems
Torn from a necklace by a ruthless hand
Under such sombre canopy of gloom
A shadow with cautious slence glides,
Like a ghost to haunt the nght,
Or as a wild cat stalkmg its prey,
Moves along the dark, deep fence.
It stops so as to hear a call,
A breaking of twigs, a rustling of leaves,
Then moves agam along the fence,
Stops at the gate and looks about
Strammg to hear any low famt sound.
Chmbmg the gate, it Jumps down on the lawn
With noiseless stealth, looks about agam,
Then up the ivy, through the curtained wmdow
Enters the house. The mmutes pass by.

Outside a night-bird swiftly fl1es,
A sleepmg wren becomes its prey,
And screechmg, strugglmg hes dead mn 1ts nest.
On what note of tragedy the hfe-drama ends!
The comfort of the nest bemg a nightmare of death

Silence all around, the pale stars peep.
A dog mn the street wakes up and wails,
As if to lament a sorrowful deed,
Then quietly agam goes back to sleep.

Hark! 1s 1t a muffled cry of pain?
A groan, or 1s 1t just the wind
Howlmg through the trees, rustlmg the leaves?
What goes on there m that bleak little house?
The night holds its secrets which the day might reveal ..

D.L.
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"SRI AUROBINDO"
MY INTIMACY WITH THE VAST UNKNOWN

FROM my early youth I was always fond of vis1tng new places. Gradually th1s
desire took a turn towards the vast beauty of Nature. Sometime mn the begmmng
of the year 1995 I had planned to go to the Himalayas I tned steadily to make all
arrangements to start m the middle of the year, but I was not sure about many
things till the end First, whether I should go out of Pond1cherry for a period of
2 months for my own pleasure. Secondly, whether God would give consent for
my tnp Thirdly, takmg mto account the nsk of travelling alone m the reg10n of
the Himalayas whether God would approve of 1t. Finally, there was the question
of monetary arrangement for the tnp. I was waitmg for a reply to all these
queres withmn myself According to my own ideas and decisions things dud not go
m a positive way. So a few days before my fmal preparation for the tnp I
introspected thoroughly the exigency and poss1bl1ty of my trip and when I found
nothmg was movmg m a positive direction I dropped the idea of gomg. For a
while I developed some sort of abhman with God with the grievance that 1f He
did not want 1t how would I go? So now 1t was one hundred percent sure that I
would not start unless and until He said "yes". I didn't know what way He would
convey the message to me But I was depending only on Hmm Bes1des, why
would He bother about a httle fellow hke me? Of course, after that I was a little
sad but I forgot about 1t, leavmg the matter absolutely to Him.

To my utter surpnse God's mercy was showered on me on the evemng of the
very same day I came to know from an earthly messenger of His that He was in
favour of my travel and wanted me to get Ananda from it. By the way, He also
arranged the necessary means m such a way that my hurdles for the tnp cleared
step by step.

On the tnp-day I went to Sri Aurobmndo's room and prayed to Him to be
with me all the time durmg my tnp. I felt that He consented to be with me, and
so my Journey started slowly, steadily, and happily ma well-arranged way.

I had a plan to go to Agra (for the Taymahal), Mathura, Bnndaban, Delhi,
Nam1tal, Almora, Ramkhet, Kousani, Badnnath, Kedarnath, Gangotn, Go
mukh, Yamunotri, etc But at the very begmmng of the tnp I was always lookmg
for one thmg: that 1s, what sort of Ananda the Lord wanted me to have from this
trip to the Himalayas I was perplexed as to whether 1t would be the Ananda
merely of the thnll of travel or somethmg unexpected, inv1s1ble, from a deeper
level, or whether m the Himalayas amid the except10nal beauty of Nature He
would reveal something For long before thus Himalayas-trp I had always been
praymg to God, "Lord, you hold my hand and show me your beautiful
creations." I was so keen to see this creation that I was almost m a thoughtful
mood, wondering when I would reach the Himalayas. And rt was also a pleasure
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for me to thmk that God wanted me to have Ananda It did not take long to attam
1t

I got down at Agra according to the scheduled programme I booked a room
ma hotel and started for the Agra Fort and the Taymahal. Although the heat was
mtolerable the sky was crystal-clear and the weather mvanably bnght I saw the
TaJmahal as a vast magnanimous structure, a monument of great artistic beauty
offered by mankmd to the Infm1te under the charming blue sky and the ardent
sunlight by the side of the nver Yamuna Its magnificent presence was the silent
witness and symbol of a deep conjugal love, 1ts beauty was magnfed hke a fairy
princess rad1atmng her sparkling love continuously to the world

It was mdeed very tmng to move mn Agra mn the scorching sun. I decided to
go back the same evenmg to Brmdaban, because I had read a lot from the
Bhagavat about Knshna's Ida So I was very keen to spend some time at
Bnndaban. But I came to know that there was no direct commumcat1on to
Brmdaban from Agra. One has to go through Mathura, and when I arnved at
Mathura, 1t was already 9 o'clock mn the evening. I had with me a few addresses
of Sn Aurobmdo Society Centres from which I could get the location of the
Mathura Centre In my trans1t1onal halt at Mathura I thought before starting for
Brmdaban: why not enquure from the people at the Sn Aurobmdo Society
Centre about Brindaban? They might guide me m the nght way After all, they
are devotees of Sn Aurobmndo, and people of our own country The Sn
Aurobmdo Society Centre 1s known there as 'Amarnath Vdya Ashram' When I
reached 1t I found 1t was a big school with tight secunty arrangement at the
entrance. I gave the securty-person my vus1tung card and enquired whether the
chef of the organ1satuon Mr Anand Mohan Vaypayee was available. The
watchman said he was out of station, but his younger brother Lalit Mohan
Vajpayee was available. I told the watchman: "Will you please mnform hum that I
have come from the Pond1cherry Ashram?" The watchman went inside to tell
hum I was wartmng mn the verandah adjomnmng the school's administrative office
The school had a big campus, a well-mamntamned lawn surrounded by bmldmgs,
In whch 1mposmng portrats of great Ind1ans made the environment ideal.
Observing the status of the school I drew the concluson that the people in charge
must be very big persons. So I thought I would just ask them about Brindaban
and Immediately start for 1t, for usually I am not fond of keepmg mt1macy with
well-known popular persons of society In the meanwhile half an hour had
passed. I was thmkmg, "How shall I start for Bnndaban at this late hour?" In
fact I had no mterest to stay at Mathura, because Mathura was Kansa's ruhng
place, his kmgdom, and I had heard from people that Mathura was now known
as a business centre and there was nothing s1gmf1cant to see In the meantime I
found Laht Mohan (an elderly man) commg towards me and behmd him a man
was carrying a tray. He received me very warmly and talked very cordially. Smee
I was from the Pond1cherry Ashram, he was very much interested. But at the
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very begmnmg I enqmred of him why the school name was 'Amarnath V1dya
Ashram' and whether the authonties runmng the school and the Centres were
well-connected with the Mother's and Sn Aurobmdo's work. He declared that
they had been connected with the Pond1cherry Ashram for a long time. Then at
the very first mstance I wanted to make 1t clear to him that I had had no plan to
meet him and 1t was by chance I had come here. Then I mentioned that smce 1t
was on the way to Bnndaban, I had thought, why not take some guidance from
him about my stay at Bnndaban. The moment he came to know this he said, "All
arrangements for your tnp to Brmdaban will be made by us easily tomorrow
mornmg Today why not take rest here comfortably?" Accordmg to his mnstruc
tons one of their office workers accompamed us to their dmmg room and served
us mce food At that time one of my fnends who had accompanied me from the
Ashram was there with me. When I saw the school d1sc1phne, I was taken aback
by their attempt to implement many thmgs of our own dmnmng and boarding
system. Most of the persons who were servmg us were also from Onssa. After
dmnmng when I came back for rest, I found that Mr. Anand Mohan Bajpayee, the
chief Member of the mstitution, had come back and was wa1tmg for me He had
Just arnved from Bnndaban, late at mght. We had some talk about the Ashram
and also the history of that school 'Amarnath Vdya Ashram'. Fmally he made
all smtable arrangements for our comfortable stay, which I had never expected.
It was a warm summer mght but due to their hosp1tahty I could retire to bed very
comfortably

In the mornmg when I got up I was feehng very fresh While talkmg with the
authortes after breakfast 1t suddenly flashed mn my mmd that I had had a fine
dream mn the mght I tned to recall the dream I remembered that someone mn the
depth of the dark and sohtary mght had held a big volume which contamed the
record of prevous births The book was kept wide open and he was running hIs
eye down the pages of my previous brths At that time I was curous about 1t
Someone from the background was promptmg as 1f I were related to Mathura
and Lord Krishna mn some of my previous brths But sInce the picture was not
very clear m my mmd, I did not grve much Importance to 1t. I was more
mterested m my tnp to Brmdaban. One of the teachers of the school came and
mformed me that their own autonckshaw was ready and that at first we should
pay a v1s1t to Knshna's Janmasthana-Mathura Temple-for a while. They told
me that 1t was nearby and 1t would take hardly ten mmutes to v1s1t 1t. I also
thought that we would come back qmckly from the Mathura Temple and start for
Brmdaban Reachmg there I found that 1t was one of the constructions hke Babn
Masjd which were m dispute due to the communal disharmony mn the name of
relg1on

Then I entered the temple slowly with deep devotion. At its entrance I
collected some flowers for Lord Knshna. When I had my first glance at Knshna
and Radha msde the temple rt was such a lvmng picture that I was bewitched by
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the wonderful presence of the dual idol. I had never seen in my life such a
beautiful face of Lord Knshna. The background scenery was Latakunj, the
jungle with everflowmg streams and exqms1te birds on the branches of the
luxuriant trees. It was a very lonely place in the deep forest. It was so charming
to see the lovely face of Lord Knshna there that I could not turn my face
anywhere else. Like a magnetic pull my attention was in-drawn to Him. My
emotion overflowed to Hmm and the background of Nature whch was still
carrying the silent past, and at the very first glance my eyes were fixed on Him. I
was not mterested to turn them anywhere else. A sort of deep cry from withm me
came out to see Hmm as He had revealed Hmmself physically and intimately
thousands of years ago when He was at His play mn the earth-field. The more I
looked at Him the more I found myself interested to watch Him. I had no
thought even to give Him puja. I was in love with thinking about Hmm so
mtensely that I was glad I had a profound Ananda from someone who was so
near and dear to me. When I was thinking, my eyes were filled with tears. I was
thmking only about His presence, which was carrymg me to that golden past
thousands of years ago! What a solitude! How intimate He was with HIs
playmates! The more I thought along this line my Ananda multiphed. My whole
attention was fixed on Him so intently that it was as if He was really standing
before me. But it was all feehng. There was no vision. After a long time of
remaining in that ecstatic condition I tried to offer my flowers to the Lord along
with Dakshina to the priest. My pranam brought an absolute yearning to live
unrted wth Him forever. Then, when I took charanamrita, it was ecstasy to me.
It had such a sweetness that I thought whether I could have a full glass of it! I was
so enchanted with the sight of Knshna that I did not want at all to turn my face to
anythmg other than Him. I wanted to remam there as long as possible and to
continue that feeling indefinitely because 1t was such a moment of Ananda that I
dtd not know when it would come again in my life. The most precious of the
precious, as if the total secret of hfe was yielding its full charm mn this
unforgettable hour.

After a while I went inside the temple to see the other presiding deities. But
withm my heart I was in deep love with the supreme God Lord Krishna. My eyes
were still fixed on Krishna's Idols where He stood m the deep forest m sohtude
with His ever-beloved Sn Radha. The only presences witnessing their celestial
love were the beautiful birds and the evergreen plants of the dense forest, and
the slow-movmg fountain and its gurglmg sound mn the profound silence of the
jungle.

Then I went to see an adjacent temple connected with Krishna's birth-place,
the pnson of King Kansa. It was a dark house with dim light. Here the sittmg
space was not enough but even then a few could sit. I went inside the pnson. The
uninterrupted chantmg of Krishna's name by one or two priests was going on.
Agam I got a deep touch of love from within. I spent some time in meditation by
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keepmg my eyes closed. It was as if a state of mute trance and an opportunity to
muse with deep love for Him. One felt as if the place carried the very
atmosphere and vibration of the days of Hus play mn Mathura.

After some time I went from there to another adjacent temple named
Keshavji temple. I saw there Sri Chartanya's picture. My devotion multiplied
when I realsed that he had come with hus disciples to this place, doing Nagar
Kirtan and chantmg the sweet name of Knshna. I felt a joyous urge to smg also
When I saw the small image of Knshna carved out of glistening marble I was
indrawn for some time agam more intensely than before. I was beholdmg His
lovely sweet face constantly. It was a JOY to hold His face mn my earthly eyes and
feel His deep enchantmg love in the depth of my heart. I felt a tremendous joy of
umon with Him. It was an overflowmg JOY to remain m that umon and never to
separate from Him. I was continuously drnkmng the wme of His intoxicatmg
love. Whenever I raused my eyes to my beloved Sn Chartanya's picture I was able
to understand how he had come here to revive the eternal love of Knshna and
identify the birthplace of the Lord. I was thmkmg, "Oh! How marvellous it 1s
that a few thousand years ago Krshna with Hrs playmates might have come
many times to the place where I am standmg now." I was lost absolutely in the
sense of those past moments. The more I was mvolved myself the more intimacy
I enjoyed with Sn Knshna. For a while I did not think that I had to leave this
temple. I had forgotten that I had come only for a 10 minutes' visit and that I had
to go after this to Brindaban. But still then it was terrible to think that I would
have to depart from Krishna for the moment. But I was qmte happy with that
v1s1t to the Mathura Temple. I was thmking of staymg as long as possible inside
the temple to enjoy the ecstatic thought of Lord Krishna. But it was not allowed,
I was being called by my host immediately as they had been waiting for us for a
long time and it was already late for Bnndaban But when I came back they
could understand from my face that I had been definitely lost in something
extraordmarily beautiful. Then our trip was arranged for Brindaban in the
afternoon of the same day. Although m Brmdaban m almost all temples I tried to
find some sense of the ancient place where still Sn Krishna's footprints would be
found, to give the touch of His golden play of that past age, but it was already
late in the evening, and I could not vsrt Nidhukunj even. I returned wth a
broken heart to Mathura the same night, havmg failed to feel anything at my
much desired place, Brmndaban.

I planned mn the nght, that before boardmg the train for Delhi I would go
once agam to the Mathura temple. I did so in the mornmg. As an addicted
person moves towards the wineshop, I was drawn to the temple by a magnetic
love. In my deep love I offered Lord Krishna the most fragrant jasmme garland
available, in the same temple where our first intimacy had taken place. I was
eager to meet my most beloved face before departing. I was commg back from
the temple to go towards the station by the same auto provided by my noble
host. But I felt as if I were bemg pulled from behmd and I were leaving my own,
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my nearest and dearest, my eternally close fnend, and my true native place.
There was hardly any time to stop there, to prolong my stay. But even then it
gave more intensity to my enjoyment. I reached the station. I warted for the
tram, wondenng why I was feeling so much pamn to leave this place In the thirty
years of my hfe, I had never come to this place or ever heard anythmg about 1t It
was the very first time m this life I had come here and that too just for a casual
vIsrt on the way to Delh. What was there that enticed me with such a love, with
such a strong feeling? I have seen so many villages and towns and spent mn them
many days also. But what was there mn thus place that within a span of 34 hours I
had got such a tremendous love for 1t, that I had developed an attachment as of a
long-time assoc1at1on? The word 'Mathura' put a deep impress1on mn my heart.

The tram arnved a little late at Mathura Station and I left for Delh1. I was
sittmg by the wmdow facmg east and watching Mathura from there From that
time, to me Mathura was no more a town, no more a busmess centre, no more a
thick traffic area or a densely populated place When I was watching Mathura
from the wmdow of the slow-running tram I felt as if it was a village, where there
were no buildings, no rush, no pollution, but a qmet remote village full with the
beauty of Nature, with lovely shadowy paths covered by the tall green trees.
When I saw the straw heaps piled by the villagers, I felt floatmg before my eyes
the scene of my beloved Knshna playmg in the grazmg field with his lovely
compamons. And I did not know whether I was movmg with Him as one of his
playmates or just watchmg the scene. I was absolutely engrossed with the
thought of Him and feeling a close union with Him. For a few moments I became
conscious and offered my gratitude to Sn Aurobmdo for havmg given me the
opportumty to get such a feeling of mtlmacy and deep love for Lord Knshna, the
ineffable, the vast unknown. I was feeling such a JOY in His love that I was
praymg constantly, "Lord, don't be separated from me. Don't leave me alone. I
want to be always with you with thus deep constant touch. After a long time mn my
hfe I have got a perfect pleasure, a deep bhss from which I never want any more
to detach myself at all." I was so engrossed in these thoughts of umon with
Knshna that my mtimacy with Him made me cry. Tears were rolling down from
my eyes I was not able to stop them because I was feeling, "Without your
intimacy and love my hfe wll be miserable So please do not be away from me
hereafter. Always be with me wth your sweet disposition, with thus mntmmate love
and friendship and umon." I knew that I was s1ttmg m the train, other passengers
were with me, but I was with a heart full of Ananda, praying, "O! Lord, never
depnve me of this umon and joy with You " Smee tears of deep love were
commg out from my eyes I was not able to turn my face towards the passengers. I
was deepenmg my thought of Him because I knew these were the most valuable
moments of my hfe. But my earthly fnends deprived me of this heavenly friend's
thought after a while. I have been waitmg since then, wondering when this
mdrvellous opportumty will come again in my life?

KRISHNENDU



THE BOOK OF JOB

A NEW COMMENTARY

( Continued from the ssue of July 1995)

Verses 13 to 19.
Though Job addressed his friends in the verses he no longer talked about

them as he had done till now. After askmg them to be silent and allow him to
speak out irrespective of consequences, he expressed his own attitude as he was
about to address God.

Verse 13.
Job asked the fnends to hold their peace, to be silent and not to come out

with ther harangues as he was about to talk to God directly. He would do so 1n
spite of whatever might happen to him.

Verse 14
The AV reads·

Wherefore do I take my flesh in my teeth, and put my life mn my hand?

The RSV omits the first word and the mterrogatlon. Job was merely asking
himself why he was takmg the nsk. Commentators fmd parallels to the second
image (put my life .. ) m the other books of the Old Testament but none for the
first. Clines" says that putting one's hfe in one's hands 1s a rsky business. The
first expression, he avers, must have an identical meanmg with "flesh" parallel to
"life" and with "teeth" to "hands" The first expression conjures up before us an
animal's gesture parallel to the human one of the second expression. The second
expression md1cates that hfe is no longer safe wthmn oneself but has come out to
be held by the hand with the rsk of bemg lost. Strangely, there is a parallel
express1on mn Telugu, a South Indian tongue with no relationship whatever with
Hebrew· pzdzketzlo priinam pettukonz, holdmg one's hfe m one's fist

Verse 15.
This 1s one of the most problematic verses to the exegetes and commenta

tors.
The AV has,

Though he slay me, yet wll I trust in hum; but I wll mamntan my own ways
before hum

The RSV makes Job say that God would slay him and that he had no hope. Yet
338
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he would defend hus ways to hus (God's) face.
With the exception of Anderson" who is often perceptive, the commen

tators displaying their knowledge of Hebrew and the different versions assert
that Job could not have spoken the words of strong faith attnbuted to him m the
AV. The commentators forget that the words are consistent with Job's certamty
about God punishmg the fnends if they bore false witness m the litigation he was
to have against God. Also, mn the same verse he asserts,

but I will maintam my own ways before him.

The words make 1t clear that hus arguments against God, hs condemnaton of
him are not inconsistent wth hus fanth. Moreover, Job, we should never forget
for a moment, was undergomg a tremendous torture, both physical and
psychological. The fnends tormented him with accusations when poor Job was at
a loss to know why he had to suffer his losses and unbearable physical pain.

As has been pointed out mn these pages from the start, Job, durmg the
course of his arguments was moving from one psychological state to another,
unconsciously becoming ready to go beyond the states tamas, rajas and sattva
to the soul-state where he could have a v1s1on of the Lord. The movement from
one state to another obviously produced a condition of conflict and the conflict
continued till the very end.

Kathleen Rame185 bnngs it out in her remarks on Plate 10 in Blake's
engravmgs on Job referred to earher (vde comment on 12:4). As we noted, the
engravmgs were accompanied by the artist's own quotations from the different
portions of the Book. Just below the picture we have m bold letters what forms
the immedate subject of the picture:

The Just Upnght Man 1s laughed to scorn ...

Above the picture there are three quotat10ns:

But he knoweth the way that I take. when he hath tned me, I shall come
forth as gold (23: 10).

Have pity upon me, have pity on me, 0 ye fnends; for the hand of God hath
touched me (19:21).

Though he slay me, yet will I trust him (the verse under discussion).

And below are quoted the first three verses of Chapter 14 begmnmg with the
well-known words,

Man that is born of woman is of few days, and full of trouble ...
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So we see Job torn between the despaur of mortality expressed in the text
below and hope m the God he has not yet seen but mn whom he nevertheless
trusts "Though he slay me, yet will I trust mn hum."

In the parlance we have been usmg, Job despa1red when he sank mto tamas and
hoped when he touched the mental faith of the sattva guna.

Verse 16
In the same psychological state (that of the previous verse) he said that God

whom he trusted would be his salvation. He was sure hypocrites would never
come before him Job was sure he was no hypocrite.

Commentators who d1sm1ss the AV of the previous verse cannot understand
the propnety of the word "salvation'' mn thus verse. Chines," for example, gives
an ingenious explanation of the word:

The 'salvation" would cons1st 1n what 1s affirmed in the second half of the
line An evil person would not easily approach God Job's boldness would
argue hus innocence.

Clmes 1s thmking of Job's boldness m approachmg God for htigatlon. Earlier
commentators mterpret the word mn similar terms.

Verses 17 and 18.
Job asked his fnends to diligently hear his speech, to take m the1r ears what

he would declare. He drew the1r particular attent10n by the word "Behold" to
the fact of havmg ordered his cause He expressed his strong optimism that he
would be justified (or "vindicated" mn the RSV rendering)

Ternen187 1s wiser than he knows when he comments,

1 know that 1 shall be vndcated sums up the spiritual development which
Job has reached at the end of the first cycle of discussion.

The development consists in more than his bemg certam, as Ternen says, that he
will be proclaimed mnocent at the end. The certainty itself nses from his
touching a hgher state of consciousness than the mere tamasc state to whch he
had sunk mn the silence of the seven days when he sat with his fnends who had
Just come to console hum.

Verse 19.
The AV is very clear m its import:
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Who Is he that wll plead with me? for now, 1f I hold my tongue, I shall grve
up my ghost.

The first part of the verse 1s a formal way of calling upon the person he has to
contend with to appear before him. Job wanted the person (God) to appear
because if he did not speak out and present his case he should die

The RV and the commentators mn trying to give a "closer' rendering of the
onginal create problems of interpretation. The RV substituting contend for plead
in the first half of the verse makes the second half appear unconnected with the
first:

For then I would be silent and die.

The commentators follow the RSV with shght variations. How far the ingenmty
of the commentators could go 1s seen in Gordis, a Jewish exegete, attributing the
first half to God and the second half to Job

Marvin Pope" says of the second half of the verse:

The exact impact of the line 1s uncertamn. It has usually been taken to mean
that 1f his guult were proved in a fair tnal, he would be content to accept the
verdict and exp1re m s1lent res1gnat1on.

Habel" comments:

If his opponent accepts the challenge and appears in court, Job 1s ready to
hsten to the case he presents or, 1f a God descend in his full fury, to die in
the effort.

Hartley'"" commenting on the whole verse says

Sure of the outcome of the tral, Job asks rhetorically, Who s X who can
dispute wtth me? "No one, not even God", 1s the implied response ..
Paradoxically he conceded that 1f someone, 1.e., God should counter his
defence, he would be siient and expire. He 1s aware of the conseqences
should he fail to persuade the court. His boldness is lined with fear and
trembling.

The boldness of commentators in interpreting as they hke without a warrant in
the text 1s not linked wth any hes1tat1on or a slght suspicion that they are going
too far! Clines'"' agrees with the rest in his interpretation of the whole verse. The
AV 1s in perfect tune with what has gone before and what follows. It (the AV) 1s
not so much a translat1on as a perceptive interpretation
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Verses 20 to 28
In the verses Job directly addressed God. After asking God not to ternfy

him any longer or torment him with physical suffenng, Job, far from accusmg
him of cruelty or the hke, asked him what sms he had committed to deserve his
present suffering.

Verses 20 and 21.
Job wanted only two thmgs from God before he could bare" hs heart

before hmmfirst to withdraw hus hand far from hum and not to terrify hum with
hus dread

It may be recalled that m 9.34-5 Job spoke mn smmular terms:

Let hum take away hus rod from me and let not hus fear terrfy me
Then would I speak ...

In the earher passage he used the word rod instead of hand. For the significance
of the word hand, vde comment on 12:9-quotation from Habel.

Commentmg on the present passage Clines192 pomts out that what Job asked
for was not the removal of the present suffenng but the safe conduct of the
disputat10n without recrimmatlons after the case was over. But the word
"withdraw" hke "take away" of the earher passage, pomts to the need for the
kindred of the present suffermg.

Verse 22
Without the "numinous terror" (vde comment on verse 11 above) of God

dunng the tnal and with the removal of his suffenngs Job 1s ready to answer 1f
God called upon him to do so or present his case if God would answer him.
CImnes"remarks that it did not make much difference, legally speaking, in such a
dispute, who was the plamntff and who was the defendant Perhaps, m spite of
the legal imagery, Job was particular that he must directly know from God the
real cause of his suffenng. His desire to meet God, see him face to face, was
expressing 1tself m different forms.

Verses 23 to 28.
That becomes obvious in verse 24 1n whch he asked God why he was huding

his face from him treatmg him as an enemy (Vde footnote on verse 20.) Job
knew that he was not an enemy of God. In verse 23, mstead of accusmg God, he
asked hum what hus own wickednesses and smns were and what were hus
transgressions In pathetic language, which smacks a httle of legal formality, he
asked God 1f he would first break a live leaf and then contmue to pursue it after it
became stubble. Job was profoundly affected by God's first mflictmg suffermg
on him and then contmumg his hostile attitude. Hebraists pomt out the pun on
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his own name while his asking hum 1f he were hus enemy: the orgmnal form of Job
(lob) and the Hebrew word for enemy are cognate terms It must be noted that
Job revealed himself throughout the discuss1on as a very mtell1gent person wth a
perfect command over what he had to say and how best he could say 1t.

Contmumg his complaint Job stated that God "wrote bitter thmgs agamst
him" and made 1t appear as though he possessed now the m1qmt1es of his youth
An earlier commentator notes that m Hebrew "write against" 1mples "make
one mnhent'', "the assignment of property to an heir". What 1s 1mplied 1s that
God made 1t appear that he had "Inherited the mnquutres of hs youth". That
accounts for the RSV and other modern versions substltutmg "mhent" for
"possess" of the AV.

As Job contmued m his mood of complamt he gradually shpped mto the
tamasc state and talked of God putting him to pubhc nd1cule. He told God that
he put his feet m the stocks, and watched his steps, God even stamed his feet
with an intention of notmg which side he moved by seemg the marks the feet left
on the way.

In the fmal verse Job referred to himself in the third person, he, seeing
himself as the representative of all men. RSV rendered "he" as "Man" for that
reason. He, as a rotten thmg, wasted away hke a moth-eaten garment.

It is this state of conscisousness that continues mnto the next chapter. Passmg
from one psychological state to another contmued with Job till the last. It only
helped him to grow mwardly and become ready for the fmal expenence

(To be continued)

K. B SITARAMAYYA
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A TREASURY OF ANCIENT TAMIL LEGENDS
81. THE BONDSLAVE

IN the temple city of Thirunavalur, a brahmin couple named Sadayanar and Isai
Jnamar gave birth to a beautiful boy child and named him Namb1 Aruran.

Namb1 was still a toddler when he attracted the attention of King Narasmga
Munayarayar. During one of his regular visits to the c1t1es that were under his
Junsdiction, the kmg was surprised to fmd himself brimmmg with love at the very
sight of the child. He cuddled the child, showered kisses on his cheeks and talked
sweetly to hmm.

The child smiled and prattled, which pleased the kmg immensely.
The king met the child's parents and requested them to allow him to brmg

up the chld mn hus palace.
The parents readily agreed. The kmg renamed him Sundaram, meanmg the

Beautiful One.
Sundaram grew to be a lad well-versed not only in the mantras and the

ntuals that befit a brahmin but also m the arts and the sciences that befit a
pnnce.

The kmg arranged the marnage of his adopted son.
Sundaram sat on the daus mn the marnage hall. He was well-groomed for the

occas1on and awanted the arr1val of hus brde.
Pipers played sweetly on ther pipes and the drummers beat their instru

ments to the accompamment of the clashmg of cymbals. The music of the
orchestra mvoked the blessmgs of the DIvmne.

Beautifully dressed ma gorgeous s1lk sar and adorned with gold ornaments,
the bnde was led to the dais to be seated beside the groom.

The gathenng looked at the couple happily.
Sundaram, as his name s1gmfies, was beautiful beyond any companson.

Many a woman mn the gathering admired hum, some others devoured hum with
their looks and a few others became jealous of the bnde. And the men heartily
congratulated Sadankavyar for choosmg such a handsome young fellow as his
daughter's life-partner

The brahmm pnest sat near the couple and began to perform the marnage
ceremonies.

"Stop it." A vmce came from the gathenng.
The brahmm was dumbfounded. Everyone's eyes searched for the one who

had uttered it.
A npe old man with a staff plodded his way towards the dais. Holy ash

covered his forehead and parts of his hands and chest. The long white matted
har sat up lke a crown on hus head. The tip of hus beard touched hs navel He
wore a dhoti, but his chest was bare.
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Sundaram rose to hs feet at the sight of the old man.
"How dare you?" howled the old man at the bridegroom. "You are my

bondslave and you have no rght to marry without my pnor perm1ss1on,
accordmg to the bond executed by your grandfather. And so I object to your
marrage."

"No! You can't," retorted Sundaram.
"I say, Yes You have no right to shout back at me Do not forget that you

are a bondslave. Here 1s the evidence." So saymg the old man produced a palm
leaf.

"You must be mad to say thus," sad Sundaram and plucked the palm leaf
from the old man's hands and tore it mto shreds.

The orgmnal 1s stull wth me. You tore only a copy of 1t," heckled the old
man.

Irritated, a few wedding guests rose up and asked the old man, "Who are
you?"

"All of you know me and do not know me."
"Where are you from?
"From the topmost part of the world."
The guests began to whsper to each other: "Thus old man 1s cranky. HIs

words are puzzling."
"Come with me to Th1ruvennaiNallur and we shall settle my matter mn

consultat10n with the assembly of learned men there," said the old man.
Then he trudged his way out of the marnage hall. Sundaram and others

followed him.
The assembly of learned men listened to the old man's plea, read the palm

leaf he had produced before them. They then unammously declared. "There 1s
no reason to doubt the veracity of the evidence produced by this old man And
so Sundaram 1s adjudged a hereditary bondman to the old man "

The old man laughed to his heart's content and said to Sundaram: "Now all
that you can do 1s to follow me and be my slave. You can't get married till I grant
you permission And I know when to grant 1t."

As 1f spellbound, Sundaram followed the old man who entered the temple
and merged with the idol of Lord Siva.

Thrilled beyond words, Sundaram became an ardent devotee of Lord Siva
and began to smg m praise of Him. Like his predecessors, Thrunavukkarasar
and Sambandar, he sang his hymns for the common man and wandered from
place to place.

(More legends on the way)

P. RAJA



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
The Ancient Tale of Savitri, by R. Y Deshpande, published by Sr Aurobmndo
lnternat1onal Centre of Education, Pond1cherry, 1995. Pnce Rs. 40/-.

THE mam text of this booklet was first published m Mother Indra m 1988 and
1989

With the author's scholarly mtroduct10n, It IS based essentially on an
episode that appears m seven sect10ns m the Book of the Forest of Vyasa's epic
Mahabharata

The author has quoted the story of Savtn m 15 appropnate shlokas out of
the ongmal 300 by Vyasa

Here 1s a very impressive study. The delineation of Savutr's character brings
out the splendour of the boon of the Supreme Goddess Sav1tn to Aswapat1, Kmg
of Madra, who was without any issue

The tale begms with the consoling narration by Markandeya to the exiled
Yudhushth1ra The Rash mnspIred Yudhushthra to overcome hus plight of
melancholy due to Draupad1 havmg suffered and been harassed by the Kurus
He gave the example of Savtn But Savitn, the p10us and devoted wife, not only
saved her husband from doom but also brought prospenty to both the families
(her husband's as well as her father's) Markandeya assured the distressed
Yudhishthra that, h1ke Savrtn, Draupad would be the 'fortune-bnnger' for the
Pandavas.

The famous tale begins with Aswapat1's tapasya offered to Goddess Sav1tn
m order to have a child.

The noble and vlftuous Kmg performed all kmds of austertes, and Savtr
Yayna for eighteen years m order that Brahma should be pleased and grant him a
child to uphold hus lineage After eighteen years the Goddess Savtr 1ssued forth
from the sacrfical flames and promsed the Kmng that a radiantly sp1rtual
daughter would spnng from her. The child was born and named Savtr. She
grew up like the 'Goddess of Beauty' herself m embodied form and was blessed
wth divine qualities When she reached matunty, kings and princes over
whelmed by her drvmne character, dared not ask for her hand. So her father was
pamed and sent her forth to seek out a spouse of her own choice. Her heart
found Satyavan, the faithful son of Raja Dyumatsena, a blind and exiled kmg
who lived m a forest hermitage.

When Savtr came back to disclose to her father her choice, she found h1m
mn conversation with Narad, the great heavenly Sage When Narad heard
Savutr's words he warned that Satyavan, though endowed wth all hugh qualities
and with honour constant as the Pole Star, was destined to dre mn a year The
father tred to persuade his daughter to choose another, but mn vamn.

The author has very poignantly revealed the character of Sav1tn: once for all
346
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she had made her choice of marrymg Satyavan She argued· "Only once can a
father give his daughter m marnage and not agam . It mattered not for her if
Satyavan had a long hfe or short, whether he had virtuous quaht1es or was
without them, because only once would she make her ch01ce . " It was by the
power of love that her soul had come forth as her nature was ready to accept 1t as
a lummous and Infallible gude. She was "drven from wthmn". The author tnes
to show the true perception mn Sav1tr's choice whch 1s upholding the Dharma.
he sees that the cosmic rddle 1s interlocked wth Savtr as her own, and she has
taken up the gauntlet of solvmg that nddle. The author narrates. "Narad saw m
Savtr a frm and fmne unperturbed discernment." So Narad advised Aswapatu to
accept his daughter's proposal. The Pnncess was marned and hved a simple
qmet hfe m the forest. She pleased all, with her tender services, self-demal,
evenness of temper, her skill and gentle speech and her love for Satyavan

But nght and day Narad's prophetic words were present m her mmd. She
spoke of them to no one. When the appomted day for Satyavan's death
approached, Savitn fasted and prayed On the fated day she sought permission
from her husband's parents to follow her husband into the forest m order to see
agam the blossommg woods through which he had passed daily She was
dissuaded by her parents-mn-law, because she was weak and feeble, havmg
resorted to a complete fast for the precedmg three days standmg at one place. At
last her request was granted.

She accompamed Satyavan After a few hours, Satyavan fell down, smitten
with pam. Sav1tn put his head m her lap. Suddenly she saw Yama, the God of
death, standmg before her with a noose in his hand. She rose dauntlessly and
asked why he had come himself mstead of sendmg one of his emissanes as was
his custom The author has brought out lucidly the reason.

"Yama explained to Savutr that Satyavan's was a virtuous soul wth fine and
beautiful features and that 1t was an ocean of noble qualities: as such, his
deputies would not have been able to seize or snatch it."

Then Yama took the soul of Satyavan and proceeded Southward Savtr
boldly followed hmm Time and agamn Yama turned to stop her, but with wuse and
appealmg words she moved him to grant one boon after another, except the life
of Satyavan. Fmally her devot10n and unparalleled love and wisdom moved
Yamato return Satyavan's soul Savtr hastened to the woods where her lord's
body lay and wooed the soul back mto 1t and together they returned to their
home and found that all the boons she had asked for Satyavan's parents had been
granted and fulfilled.

This booklet The Tale of Savtr has kept almost mtact m its story-part the
old legend The story s narrated as a symbol and has heightened the Ind1an myth
and turned 1t full of sgnficance for the human soul and its destmy. The
ongmahty of the author, Mr. Deshpande, can be observed m his Aurobmdoman
Interpretation, which converts a local legend into a tremendous psychological
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fact, full of s1gmflcance for human evolution.
In his chapter "Message" he portrays an ideal of manhood, the d1vme

beauty of virtue and the ethcal order, a crvuhsation founded on the Dharma. The
author has shown a panoramic vision of the character of Savatr. "Yudhushthra
enqmres of Markandeya whether he had met or heard of any woman who,
despite bemg chaste and virtuous, had to bear wounds the way Draupad1 did."
The R1shi narrates the story of Sav1tn not only to provide a parallel. He also
pronounces the ideal of womanhood and elaborates further how conduct mn the
Dharma can be a means of proper salvation. "In all the circumstances of life,
virtue never goes unrewarded."

The author proves that 1t 1s somethmg more than a s1gmf1cant tale. He
makes 1t representative throughout of the central ideals of Indian hfe and
culture. Mr Deshpande illustrates this fact mn the followmg words: "A whole
culture, based on truth-values, and on the two mterpenetratmg each other, 1s
what thus little episode brmngs vrvdly to us from a time that 1tself was moulded by
the thought-vision of a RIshu-Poet. A kmnd of heroism emerges in upholding all
that 1s noble and elevatmg, a heroism that bnngs prospenty not only mn lfe here
m this world but afterwards beyond too Righteous conduct turns out to be its
own reward "

Throughout the episode the author presents the law of Dharma mn everyday
life hke 'the marriage proposal', or 'the coronation ceremony' or 'the funeral
ntes' All have to be conducted accordmg to prescribed norms that have been
evolved by the learned Brahmms and sages with fulfilled souls Even mn any
problem that came to persons m dally hfe, the sages advised and solaced them.
When warned Dyumatsena goes hke a mad person to many sages to mnquure
about his son Satyavan to know his fate.

"The Brahmms of the Ashram, speakers of the Truth-Word, console hmm mn
vanous ways Thus Suvarchas tells him·

" 'HIs wife Savtr, I know, 1s engaged mn tapasya and has control over the
senses and 1s of a good well-posed conduct, from that I can proclaim that
Satyavan 1s alive' "

Similarly. Gautama asserts.
"I have studied the Vedas and all their sx limbs, accumulated great might of

aske~1s. observed the stnctest celibacy from my early youth, and pleased well my
preceptors and the Fire-God. I have with the power of concentration completed
all the vows and mn former times I had observed meticulously the fastmg ntes by
nounshmg myself with the anr only. I can, by the strength of these austenties,
know all the movements of others; beheve, therefore, m my words that Satyavan
s lvIng "

About the Sav1tn-tale Sri Aurobmdo has wntten:

"The tale of Satyavan and Savtr rs recited m the Mahabharata as a story of
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conjugal love conquering death. But the legend is, as shown by many features of
the human tale, one of the many symbolic myths of the Vedic cycle. Satyavan is
the soul carrying the divine truth of bemng within itself but descended mnto the
grip of death and ignorance; Savitri is the Divine Word, daughter of the Sun,
goddess of the supreme Truth who comes down and 1s born to save, Aswapat1,
the Lord of the Horse, her human father, is the Lord of Tapasya, the concen
trated energy of spiritual endeavour that helps us to rise from the mortal to
immortal planes; Dyumatsena, Lord of the Shining Hosts, father of Satyavan, is
the Divine Mmd here fallen blind, losing its celestial kingdom of vs1on, and
through that loss its kingdom of glory. Still this is not a mere allegory, the
characters are not personified qualities, but mcarnations or emanations of hvmg
and conscious Forces with whom we can enter into concrete touch and they take
human bodies in order to help man and show him the way from his mortal state
to a divine consciousness and immortal hfe."

Mr. Deshpande's penetrating mind has probed into the matter deeply and
he explains it thus: "Tradition handed down to Vyasa the symbolic myth of the
Vedic cycle and he recreated it in the subhmity and splendour of his spmtual
attainments; the creation itself has the beauty and form of the damsel of heaven,
devarupin, to use Vyasa's own epithet for Savitri."

The author has not been satisfied with mere narration of the story, but
his intellectual study of the Mahabharata has drawn him to show the greatness of
Vyasa. He says about Vyasa: "He is austere in purity of the artistic taste and
there is a complete wholesomeness in its self-sufficient and exact delineation.
Vyasa is too precise a wrter to be paraphrased hurredly. It Is a 'maturer and
nobler work, perfect and restrained in details'."

The tale of Savtri is a fresh story though it describes from generat10n to
generation an aspect of the spiritual inner hfe of the Indian society and culture. It
is not a religious story. It is basically a spiritual symbol renewed periodically by
the Rush1s. It 1s a powerful spurtual legend and symbol bearng the weight of
spiritual experiences and attainments

Mr. Deshpande has brought out the inner shades of the story and its
multufold imperatives. So the reader will be encouraged by the story and rehve
the glorious past of Indian culture.

N1LIMA DAS
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THE NEXT MIRACLE

Speech by Menaka Gupta

THE face of our earth has been changmg ever smce it was created and every day
we hear of new honzons, new breakthroughs, new miracles occur But what
seems to me the biggest of all miracles in 1ts most stupendous sense 1s the
emergence of life from mnanmmate matter When I think of the appearance of the
first qmver of life m the static, mert and gross lifelessness of matter, I am left
awe-struck. Isn't it 1romcal that science can elongate life, shorten life, relieve life
of 1ts sufferingsscience can alter lfe mn so many ways, but rt cannot create life?
In today's world which 1s bubblmg with a multitude of life-forms and act1Vities, it
1s so difficult to mmagmne what 1t was lke bllons of years ago when even the
notion of life was mconce1vable But the miracle of life did take place and we
human bemgs claim to be its fmest product. Our present state of existence is
taken so much for granted that we have become short-sighted. We don't realise
that there 1s nothmng to stop a further miracle from happening, that once again
the face of earth will undergo a giant change.

In my quest to know more about the nature of thus next miracle whch 1s still
to come, some of my questions were answered by what Sn Aurobmdo has
wntten on evolution

My first question was. Are we here to experience only a physical life
evolution? To this Sn Aurobmdo says there is "an evolutionary urge, an
evolutionary fact, a ladder of ascension somewhere from an ongmal apparent
Inconscience to a more and more developed consciousness ... "'

If so, what is the purpose, the sense, the fundamental prmciple of this
development? To this Sn Aurobmdo says: "Everythmg seems to pomt to such a
progression as a fact-to a spmtual and not merely a physical evolution. "2

Thus I was led to thmk that the Hmdu procession of the ten Avatars would
not be totally sgnufcant were 1t not connected wth the theory of evolution.
From the Fish Avatar to the Tortoise Avatar and to the Man-Lion Avatar and
thence to Krishna, Buddha and Kalka Avatars, this represents the development
of outward form as well as the mner consciousness
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What I also wonder sometimes about 1s Do modern screntrfc theores of
physical evolut10n and spmtual evolution go hand in hand? Here Sn Aurobmndo
answers: "The sc1entific theory 1s concerned only with the outward and v1s1ble
machinery and process, with the detail of Nature's execution, with .. the law of
development of life and mind mn Matter; its account of the process may have to
be considerably changed or may be dropped altogether in the light of new
discovery, but that will not affect the self-evident fact of a spmtual evolution, an
evolut10n of Consciousness, a progression of the soul's mamfestat1on m matenal
ex1stence."3

But why should all this happen? What 1s after all its meanmg and s1gn1
ficance? Sr Aurobmndo's answer to thus quest1on 1s. "The Involution of a
superconscrent Sp1rt mn mconscrent Matter 1s the secret cause of this v1s1ble and
apparent world. The keyword of the earth's nddle 1s the gradual evolution of a
hidden illimitable consciousness and power .. " What I understand from this 1s
that "Earth-hfe 1s one self-chosen habitat1on of a great Drvmmty and his aeomc
will 1s to change 1t from a blind prson 1nto his splendid mans1on and higher
heaven-reaching temple.""

And finally I ask myself: What will be the aim of this secret miracle? What
will be our work mn order to be part of thus great event? A very prern,e and
emphatic answer 1s offered to us by the Master "To know, possess and be the
drvme bemng mn an animal and egorstic consciousness, to convert our twlt
obscure physical mentality into the plenary supramental 1lluminat1on, to bmld
peace and a self-existent bliss where there 1s only a stress of transitory satsfac
t10ns besieged by physical pam and emotional ~uffenng, to establish an mfm1te
freedom mn a world which presents 1tself as a group of mechanical necess1t1es, to
discover and realise the immortal life in a body ~ubJected to death and constant
mutation,-th1~ 1s offered to us as the manfestat1on of God mn Matter and the
goal of Nature in her terrestnal evolut10n "'

So, what will be the outcome of this next miracle which we are now sure 1s
going to take place? I wonder what will be the nature of this new race-an
omnipotent creature perhaps, more perfect in his appearance? Capable of domg
wonderful tasks? Maybe there will be something almost magical about 1t. Will 1t
be brilliant? Strong? Or what? Well, to my mind this was a mystery, but remams
no longer so when I read what Sn Aurob111do has to say about the Superman:
"This dvmnsaton of the nature of which we speak 1s a metamorphosis, not a
mere growth mto some kind of superhumamty, but a change from the falsehood
of our ignorant nature into the truth of God-nature ""

"Superman 1s not man climbed to his own natural zemth, not a supenor
degree of human greatness, knowledge, power, intelligence, will, character,
genms, dynamic force, saintliness, love, punty or perfection Supermind 1s
something beyond mental man and his hm1ts, a greater consciousness than the
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highest consciousness proper to human nature. "1

The Mother has said, Sr Aurobmndo came upon earth to teach this truth to
men. He told them that man 1s only a transitional bemg livmg in a mental
consciousness, but with the possblity of acquiring a new consciousness, the
Truth-consciousness, and capable of Irving a lfe perfectly harmonious, good and
beautiful, happy and fully conscious. Dunng the whole of hus hfe upon earth, Sn
Aurobindo gave all hs time to establish m himself thus consciousness he called
supramental, and to help those gathered around him to reahse 1t. "'

Then, I found mn the followmg passage of Sn Aurobmndo. packed mto a
single paragraph, the one answer to all my questions and amb1gmties: "The
descent of the supramental 1s an inevitable necessity mn the logic of things and 1s
therefore sure. It 1s becau!,e people do not understand what the supermmd 1s or
realise the s1gnuficance of the emergence of consciousness in a world of mcon
scient Matter that they are unable to realise this mnevtablty. I suppose a matter
of-fact observer, 1f there had been one at the time of the unrelieved reign of
inanimate Matter in the earth's begmnmg, would have cntic1sed any promise of
the emergence of lfe mn a world of dead earth and rock and mineral as an
absurdity and a chimera; so too, afterwards he would have repeated this mistake
and regarded the emergence of thought and reason mn an animal world as an
absurdity and a chimera It 1s the same now with the appearance of supermmnd mn
the stumbling mentality of this world of human consciousness and Its reasoning
ignorance. ""

I feel the most beautiful way to comprehend and feel the necessity of the
next miracle is the following Imes from Savtr:

"Often a lustrous mner dawn shall come
L1ghtmg the chambers of the slumbering mmnd;
A sudden bliss shall run through every limb
And Nature with a mght1er Presence fill.
Thus shall the earth open to drvmnrty
And common natures feel the wide uplift.
Illumme common acts with the Spmt's ray
And meet the deity m common thmgs.
Nature shall live to mamfest secret God,
The Spint shall take up the human play.
This earthly life become the life d1vme. "111
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